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Rising Temperature May Change ft To Rain

More Snow Forecast For Tonight
buses were already on the roads when
The second day of March came in like
a boo -today with'pi new Aorta sysleilla the POstponement was announced,
Murray Independent School System,
that dumped over three hiches,of snow
however, had classes.
ari the area by 11 a. m.
A spokesman for Kentucky State
The pow had not stoppetat about
Police earry today called roads in the
noon today.
Purchase "very slick and hazardous."
John Ed Scott, a weather reporter for
At least six persons were injured in a
National Weather Service, said
collision
in the Cherry Corner area of
weather forecasters in Louisville exCalloway County early today.
plained the Murray area was just north
According to a spokesman for
of a weather system that was bringigg
'Murray-Calloway
County Hospital,
thunderstorms in the Dyersburg-Unionhospital personnel were still working
City "areas of Tennessee.
with some of the accident victims early
Scott said weather forecasters
today.
predicted that if the willow shifts,- - Hospital
personnel treated and
temperaturea_may_wami-up,-bringthii—
• releasett—mgre iittlIer;-14,- Route -5,
rain to this area. Weather forecasters
Murray, Rhonda Edmonson, 12, Route
were predicting up to six inches here 5,
Murray, Greg Edmonson, Route 5,
today if the snow continues.
Murray. Janet Edmonson, 33, Route 5,
According to Scott, 39.6 inches of Murray, was being X-rayed and
snow has fallen in the Murray area tits sustained possible lacerations in the
Collision. Donna Miller,19,also Route 5.
year, a record for recent years.
Calloway County School System Murray, was admitted to the hospital
officials called off schools today about? with lacerations, the spokesMan
a. m. School officials noted that some . Further details about the accident

weren't available by press time early flood threats brought on by heavy rain&
today. •
The National Weather Service said a
According to school officials, the -new storm probably would
hit the state
Fourth District basketball tournament by nightfall.
will be played tonight beginning at 610
Heavy snow fell this morning eking
p. m. at Murray State's sports arena.
the Kansas-Nebraska border, with up to
A winter storm brought rain or snow 10 inches reported in Mankato in Jewell
to much of the middle and western County. Schools were closed in the area
United States today. Flooding was and the Kansas Highway Patrol
reported in Arizona, and heavy snot. reporltid numerous minor accidents.
blanketed Kansas .and Nebraska,
Up to one-half foot of snow fell across
causing problems for motorists and a wide area. of Nebraska, forcing the
closing schools.
closing of many schools, including
Up to 2 inches of rain had been almost all of those in Omaha.
forecast for California, which has been
Fretting, rain and
hit by floods and mudslides over the
- Kansas and parts of driralc,fellja_ _Missouri, and rain
past few days. But forecasters said and drizzle
covered Oklahoma, —
early today the worst of the new storm _Arkansas,
eastern Texas and western
probably would miss California.
;
Louisiana. Rain and snow moved into
In Arizona, a sheriff's deputy the lower end of the Ohio Valley.
drowned Wednesday while trying to
Heavy snow warnings are posted Inc
rescue two women trapped in a car in portions of central and southwestern
raging Waters near Phoenix. Hundreds Colorado, southern Nebraska, northof pertons throughout Arizona were eastern Kansas, southern Iowa and
evacuated from their homes because of northern Missouri.

City School Board Discusses Make-Up Plans
Murray Independent Board of
Education members have put the .
finishing touches on a school calendar
revision plan to make up days missed in
January and February due to winter
weather.--,—

MEETS HERO — Kevin Shahan, who two years ago was severely injured in an automobile accident, had a surprise guest in his home Wednesday... former Baltimore Oriole star third baseman Brooks Robinson
who was in Murray to speak at the Insight Lecture Series.
Staff Pttoto by Mike Brandon.

KevinShahan Faces
Struggle With Smile

••••

professor of music and an assistant._
By MIKE BRANDON
dean of the college of creative exLedger &Times Sports Editor
Every kid who has ever been on a pression at MSU.
Shahan's father built a walking ramp
baseball diamond has idolized Brooks
in the summer of 1976 and Kevin is now
Robinson.
Even if you didn't like the Baltimore re-learning how to walk. His weight is back to the level it was
Orioles, you loved Brooks Robinson.
Brooks Robinson, throughout his when he was playing sports at Murray
career, has been the perfect American High. And his arms and legs both bulge
with muscles.
hero.
He now eats what he wants and has
He wasn't a power hitter who blasted
the ball out of the park, he was the man regained the use of his right arm to the who cooled down the hot corner. And point he can now use it to feed himself.
like every other American kid who When he first came home from the
played baseball, Kevin Shahan of hospital, he could not even swallow a
Murray was no different, until one teaspoon of water.
Now, he's beginning to concentrate
night in March two years ago.
Shahm was involved in an auto ac- on speaking. He has no,,problem uncident and suffered severe head in- derstanding what's-said to him but his
juries. For68 days, he was hospitalized. words come slow and difficult.
"If I take my time, I can say them,"
And when he came home, he did so on a
Kevin said, then broke into a huge
stretcher. Wednesday night, the 18-year-old smile.
Kevin has been taking classes with
Shahan receive one of the nicest gifts
ever...a surprise visit from Brooks the aid of a homebound teacher and
Robinson who was in Murray to speak needs just two credits to receive his
at the Insight Lecture Series on the diploma.
It's not a matter of strength. He's in
MSU campus.
Shahan was a promising athlete excellent physical shape. It's just a
before the accident. He was only 5-7/
1
2 matter of muscle tone and coordiand weighed 140 pounds but anyone who nation.
ever played football
against
Who knows what the future holds?
Murray High would tell you that pound It's possible he could regain full muscle
for pound, Kevin Shahan was one of the control and someday be able to comtoughest little guys in the world.
pete in sports again.
In his final football game of his junior
If Kevin had not been in such good
season, he intercepted three passes. physical condition and not spent so
And baseball...he played shortstop like much time working out, he could have
his idol, Brooks Robinson, played had contractions and lost the entire use
third....flawlessly.
of his right arm.
Not only that, be was alai) on the golf
gut'although he couldn't talk and tell
team at Murray High and has hundreds people he knew, his smile always said
• of ribbons from swim meett. When he knew-,
playing summer ball in Murray, he was
His smile is not one of absolute
selected to each All-Star Team in each happiness. Instead, it's one of absolute
league he played.
determination and pride. He smiles as
And because of that fighting spirit, he lays down to work out on the bench
Kevin'Shahan is on the road back. It's a press.
slow road and it's a painful road. But
He smiles when he has company and
the pain isn't all physical.
he smiles when someone shakes his
He burns inside. He wants so badly to hand. And when he puts together a
achieve a total recovery and to pursue a sentence, he smiles.
career in professional baseball.
Kevin Shahan can teach all of us a
Two years ago, he might have been lesson. He can now appreciate such
on his way. But on March 13, 1976, his simple things That to most of us, mean
life nearly ended.
nothing. A touch of the hand,a return of
In August of 1976, Kevin had no that smile...
movement in his right arm. He couldn't
And with hisSmile, there is faith. For
utter a sound. But with the help of if he did not have faith, if he did not
counUess people, some of whom came believe in himself, he would- not have
by every day to assist with Kevin's made the progress he has.
physical therapy program, the tide
Miracles, don't just happen. People
began to turn.
have to work for miracles, when things
Now, it's just a matter of time.
are working against them. People-have
Kevin la still in a wheelchair. But to have pride, and have to be able to
that's because his parents have to make smile.
him stay there. All he wants to do is
And as Kevin Shahan slowly , but
surely is winning his battle, many
work out.
_
"He spends four hours a day working people are smiling and believing,y0
Oa,'
7 said hii
Patti -AM; a "him.

Meeting in special session Wednesday, . board metnbers okayed a
tentative calendar revision which will
go to Kentucky Board of Elementary
and Secondary Education for _ final
approval. The state board is slated to
meet March 14 and 15.
The tentative revision adds at least
six instruction days,not in the current
school calendar.. Linder the revision
Murray city schools will dismiss June 7
instead of June 5.
MeanWhile, Kentucky's school
districts, plagued by the headache of
making up as'many as 40 days missed
because of the winter weather, havebeen given a five day break by the state
board and are now looking to the
governor for another five.
The state board, at a special meeting
Wednesday, granted local districts the
same options to make up missed school
days — including trimming five days
from the school year — that it took last
year.
Instruction days added to the current

Murray school calendar include:
Thursday and Friday, March 16 and 17;
Friday, April 28; Monday, May 29;
Friday, June 2; and Wednesdaf, June
7.
The tentative revision calls for a 171
day school yeat instead of the
minimum 175, accordingto Robert Glin
Jeffrey, superintendent.
Also, the possibility of Saturday";
classes is not farfetched should Murray
city school students Miss More days
due to snow, Jeffrey Indicated.
"If needed and if other days are
missed, there is a good possibility that
Saturdays could be used as make' up'
days for instructional time for
students," Jeffrey ,said. "If we do attend on Saturdays, we will notify
parents as far enough ahead of time as
possible," be added.
Jeffrey mentioned the board is
seeking to avoid having a six day school
week."What the board is saying here is
kids may be too tired at six days,"
Jeffrey said.
Other tentative revisions coming out
of the Wednesday meeting call for
._ senior exams,at.Murray High.May 31
and June 1 and underclassmen exams
set June 6. Jeffrey said June 6 will be
"dosing out day" with no students
- present. Wednesday, June 7, is the last

Budget To Swell By
Some $73.5 Million
taxicabs from the gasoline tax.
Rep. Joe Clarke, D-Danville,
chairman of the Appropriations and
Revenue panel, warned that the state's
road fund, which is financed by tile tax,
cannot withstand further exemptions if.
Kentucky is to have any money for new
road construction.
• The House narrowly passed a bill to
broaden the Department for Human
Resources' authority to license and
regulate daycare centers for children
after defeating a move to kill the
measure.
Several lawmakers complained that
the measure was just 'another bill to
expand the power of the massive
agency.
'Kentucky consumers would be entitled to a refund or-.replacement for
defective products under a Measure
approved Wednesday by the state
Senate.
The sponsor, Sen. John Berry, D-New
Castle, said present limited warranties
allow manufacturers to disclaim broad
warranties which .require that the
product be df reasonably good quality
Henley Named To
and that it be fit for the purpose for
which it was intended.
Municipal League
Also approved in the Senate was a
measure permitting the state Public
Board Of Directors
Service Commission to approve a
Mayor Melvin Henley of Murray ts.3-'
lifeline, or lower, electric utility rates
been appointed to the board of directrlr, for the elderly. Sen. William Sullivan,
of the Kentucky municipal League
D-Henderson, said existing law
statewide association of Kentuik:,
prevents the PSC from approving
cities representing over 84 per cent
reduced rates for minimum electrical
the municipal population of the Cill,usage even on an experimental basis.
monwealth.
A Senate bill to broaden the authority
Mayor Henley joins Mayor Williaw•
of the state fire marshal was shelved
Murphy of Paducah, Mayor William I temporarily at the request of Majority
Newman of Henderson,and Mayor 1.
Leader Tom Garrett, D-Paducah, when
Creason of Benton on the Board Lf
it became apparent that ofposition to
Directors • representing the
the measure was developing.
1
Congressional district's cities.
The Senate did approve one amendThe Kentucky, Municipal League
ment to the bill to allow an appeal of a
Board of Directors has been activety
fire marshal's order to a local circuit
involved in matters relating" to city
court instead of Franklin Circuit Court.
governments since its inception in.192'4.
The -Senate Judiciary-Statutes
The President of the 40 znember_13oari. SommitteeWednesday reportedoi4 the
My& 'Peyton - H. Hoge III, of
controversial bill to legalize the..pur*Anchorage, Kentucky.
Ported &Ricer drug Laetrile.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) _ As the
Kentucky Legislature nears the final
days of the 1978 session, lawmakers
learned that the proposed $7.4 billion
executive budget will swill by some
$73.5 million.
Gov. Julian Carroll told members of
the Joint Appropriations and Revenue
Committee in a breakfast meeting
Wednesday that his administration
plans to spend $44.3 million more than
,originally projected over the next two
fiscal years. An additional $29.2 -million
contained in special bills pending in the
General Assembly will round out the
increase, Carroll said.
The governor said the additional
projected spending will shrink the •
anticipated surplus to $10 million by
1980.
The additional budget requests inelude more money for-teachers and the
state auditor.
Money matters also were At the top of
House action Wednesday as that
chamber killed a bill -to exenlig

day- of the school term in the Murray
system, under the tentative revision.
Under the tentative revision, baccalaureate is set Sunday, June 4 with
commencement June 6.
School administrators surveyed
teachers on ideas for making up the
days. "We asked for the most
productive instructional days for
students and put them in rankings of 15.
The teachers are really more aware of
what is going on in the firing line, the
cla&woom," Jeffrey said.
Gov. Julian carroll has indicated he
would grant an additional five disaster
days if the state board took such action,
but his press secretary, Gary -Auxier;
said following the meeting Wednesday
that life governor has made no final
decision yet.
The other_ options approved by the
board included extending the school
day by up to 72 minutes and ratifying
action already taken by state Superintendent of Public Instruction James
Graham to allow Saturday classes.
The board also voted to ask Carroll to
authorize through his emergency
powers that attendance on makeup
days be based on the average daily
attendance during the first two Months
of school.
Graham said Carroll had indicated to
him he was willing to take such action,
which he did last year when thee state's
schools were also hard hit by the
weather,to avoid a loss ofyrnoney to the
districts because of low attendance on
the makeup days.

The board had originally planned to
wait until its regularly Scheduled
quarterly meeting March 14-15 to take
action individually on proposals by
School districts to make up the many
days missed this winter because of the
inclement weather.
The changes would have been based
upon amended school calendars submitted by Monday.
However, several superintendents at
Wednesday's meeting said they needed
-some definite guidelines now in
rearranging their calendars to squeeze
in the required number of days. If
Carroll follows the board's action, the
schools will have to meet 165 days.
Some superintendents said they also
needed the five disaster days officially
granted now • to enable them to pay
teachers and school bus drivers.
Knox County school superintendent
Jim Hampton said a meeting had been
called by his county's school bus
drivers for Wednesday night and "I
may not have any bus drivers if I don't
pay them tomorrow."
Hampton said he needed three more
days work to pay the drivers and
teachers under their contracts and the
five days would enable him to do that.
The board then granted the days as
soon as amended calendars are submitted.
The board delayed action on a
request from the Kentucky Education.
Association to suspend a regulation that
keeps teachers from being paid while
school is closed b3.

1

•

TICKETS STILL AVAILABLt--fickets for the 'Saturday evening performance of the community theatre's anniversary dinner theater "You Ain't
Seen Nothin' Yet!" are still available by calling the theatre box office today
at 759,1752. Pictured here rehearsing the opening number are (from left)
Linda Begley, Richard' Simon, Barbara Bliven, tarry Bartlett, and
choreographer Trina Nicks. Musical director, Joe lackson plays the piano in
the background.
Photo by Robert Dunt•n
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Nine-year-old Corey Huie is a ''city boy" who raises
hogs. He won a top prize at the West Kentucky Market
Hog Show at Murray State University recently with a 230
pound Yorkshire-Hampshire cross. Columnist M. C.
Garrott writes about the youth in today's Garrott's
Galley, Page S.

rain changing
to light snow
Occasional Jain tonight, temperatures remaining in the mid
and upper 30s. Rain changing to
. light snow Friday morning and
ending'by afternoon with. little
accumulation. Temperatures.
.
lowering to the low .30s.
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The wedding of Miss Mary was attired in a pale pink floor
Susan Riley, daughter of Mr. length gown with sheer
and Mrs. Hiram Riley of sleeves. They each wore a
Mayfield, and David Eugene corsage of cymbidium orCollins, son of Bill Collins and chids.
elydcan Collins, also of --Spertat,guests at the wed-,
- Were the bride's grandMayfield, was solemnized in a
winter ceremonyat the Christ parenta, Mrs. Nellie McCallon
United, Methodist Church. and Mr. and Mrs. Roy Riley, _
and the groom's grandMayfield.
Performing the.double ring mothers, Mrs. Wynell Elmore
ceremony was the Rev. Daniel and Mrs. Posie Collins.
H. Tucker. A program of
Mrs. Jewell McCallon of
nuptial music was • presented Kirksey directed the wedding.
by Stephen Humphries.
Reception
Immediately following the
The choir rails were banked
with flocked greenery ent- ceremony a reception was
wined with miniature white held in the fellowship hall of
lights. A branched can- the church.
The serving table was
delabrurn was placed behind
the altar with pink and wbite covered with an ivory lace
poinsettias set at vantage cloth and centered with a
points. The altar table held an silver candelabrum decorated
--arrangement' f- pink carL-with pink-earnations--andnations and pink baby's baby's breath. A crystal
breath. Brass candlesticks punch bowl was at one end of
the table and at the other end,
marked the family pews.
the three tiered wedding cake
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted by her Which wats decorated with
father, wore -a floor length pink roses and rosebuds and
gown of white qiana fashioned was topped with the bride and
with an empire waistline, groom statuette.
vietorian neckline, -and long -. Miss Martha McCallon,
fitted sleeves edged in Swiss Miss Margaret McCallon,
guipure lace. The -unadorned Mrs. Howard AleCallpn, and
skirt extended to form a Mrs. Gela Goth assisting in
_ _serving. The guest register
cathedral train.
She wore a Juliet cap to was kept by Miss Suzanne
•
which was attached -a Byars. Special Parties
fingertip veil of illusion. Her
The groom's parents were
only jewelry was a pair of gold
)-earrings belonging to her hosts for the rehearsal dinner
• great grandmother. Her held at, tile-. Grecian Steak
bridal bouquet was a cascade House, Mayfield.
arrangement of roses, car- . Other events in honor of the
nations, statice, and greenery. brideuitraded"
houSehold
Thabonor attendant was the shower given by Mrs. Jewell
bride's sister, Mrs
: Jerry McCallon and Mrs. Howard
Majors, who wore a floor gcCallon; a tea given by Mrs.
length gown of cranberry Wilson Taylor, Mrs. Houston.
qiana and carried a white Hawley,
Mrs. 'Charles
muff adorned with sprigs of Coleman,- Miss Cameron
holly
and •' cranberry Stimson, and Miss Betty
Thomas; a household shower
streamers.'
Mrs.. Mike Adams was the given by Mrs. Mike Adams.
bridesmaid
and
Miss
"Marilynn McCallon was the
junior bridesmaid. They were
attired identically to the honor
attendant.
Blake Collins served as best
BURKEEN BOY
than for his brother. ..Mr. and Mrs. Dwayne
Groomsmen were Mike Burkeen, Hickman Route
Adams and Jerry Majors. Foe, announce the birth of a
Ushers were Ed Campbell and baby boy, Dirk, weighing ten
Dennis Sharp.
pounds- 312 ounces, born on
Mrs. Riley, mother of the Thursday, Feb. 23, at 3:55
bride, chose to wear a door a.m. at the Hillview Hospital,
length gown of ming, cherry Fulton.
satin-striped polyester with
They have one daughter,
silver accessories. Mrs. Amy,age six.
Collins, mother of the groom,
Grandparents are Mr. and
wore a mint green formal Mrs. Gaylon E. Bill-keen of
length gown with sheer Murray and Mr. and Mrs.
sleeves, and silver ac- Lloyd Labell of Hickman Route
cessories. Mrs. Bill Collins One.
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Limited EngagementNO PASSES•NO BARGAIN M
They went into the unknown and returned with
startling revelations about life after death.
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Wear
CALLOWAY PICiMECOMING—Susie Imes, seated Center, daughter of Mr. and Mn.John Richard Imes of Almo,
was crowned as homecoming queen at C.allowly County High School on Friday evening by last year's queen, Donna Smith Brandon, seated right Her attendants were, left to right, Dawn Sledd, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Sledck
Rhonda Darnell, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Darnelk Jackie Parker, daughter of Mr.aAnd_Mrs,1•1MA Fianklatker__
Idni.Starks daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Starks; FeliCa Pinner, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wiliam
The 1974
graduating class was honored with the class history being read at halftime. A dance featunng the "Commonwealth
was held following the game.
Photo by Kevin Penici%

"Fashion, Qualitji and Reasonable Prices!"
Next Odor To University Book Store
Plenty of Fre* Parking on Saturdays

•elegant and adjustable
•fine Oneida craftsmanship
Genuine William A. Rogers quality silverplate in rich Vanessa Baroque pattern.
Made with a special balanced-plating process for lasting silver beauty.

MURRAY HOMECOMING--Becky West, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Haron West, third from right, was crowned
basketball homecoming queen at Murray High School on Friday evening by last year's queen, Marlene Farrell, right.
Bill Wilson was the escort_for Miss West and Brad Boonefor Miss Farrell. Attendants were Jill Austin, second left,
with escort, Frank Gilliam, and Jenny Francis,fourth left, with escort, Wille Perry.
Photo by Mike Brandon

Let's Stay Well

By F J L Blasuigarne, M D

Saccharin Concern

0: Mr. H. N. writes that
he is amazed by all the
concern that has come
about in recent years regarding the safety of saccharin. He wants to know
how long has it been used
and why all the recent
worry._
A: Saccharin'was discovered in 1897 and used as an
artificial sweetener since
that time.
The principal advantages to saccharin are that
is very „sweet, requires
only a limited amount to
produce a taste of sweetness and adds no significant number of calories to
the diet, as does ordinary
sugar._ Therefore, persons
who are dieting to control
their weight, or those with
diabetes mellitus, have
found saccharin an attrac-

GuAL
7:20,9:10

terrnittent basis and that
the "safe" level be regarded as about 0.25 gm. to
9.35 gm.( 15 to 20 teaspoonfuls of sugar) per day for
an adult.
Laboratory tests became
improved over the years,
and an interest mushroomed on the `part of the
public on environmental
factors, which can have

tive sweetner.
Over the years, a limited
number of consumers have
found that they are sensitive or allergic to saccharin. It has produced rare
cases of photosensitization
sensitivity to sunlight ).
• During World War I,
heavy use of saccharin in
certain western European
nations appeared to procliiee-lio-a-dverse effects.
Another type of artificial
sweetener,cyclamate, was
introduced about 10 years
ago and was subsequently
restricted. 11970) by the
Food and Drug Administration. At that time, as a
precaution, the FDA asked
the National Academy of
Sciences-National Research Council to analyze
all studies on the effects of
saccharin on human
health. Later, they recommended that saccharin be
used preferably on an in-
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The Willing Workers Class
of the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church met Monday evening,
Feb. 20, in the home of Gladys
Williamson.
A baby shower was given for
one of the members, Nancy
Bogard.
Refreshments were served
by Ruth Warren and Gladys
Williamson to the following
members: Linda Roach,
Linda Cooper, Mildred
Harrison, Della Boggess, Pat
Dalton, Betty Gentry, Mary
Turner, Kathryn Starks, and
Nancy Bogard.

•

99c

1st it's

Meet & Shower.

t pont..o-ot

adverse effects on health.
These probably account
for the more recent upswing in the concern about
the safety of saccharin.
Whether it's a mild carcinogen is currently under
study, and saccharin may
later be banned completely
if laborattity evidence is
more Convincing of the t
carcinogenic danger.
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She Married But
Was Not in Love

Positively Spring...
soft, flowing
dress fashions.

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY:Three years ago I married a man whom!
had been dating for only one month. I didn't love him at the
time, but he loved me, and he was such a kind and decent
manthat I thought I could learn to love him, I married him
for security.
Six months later we adopted a baby boy. (He was my
sister's child-she wasn't married at the time, and it
seemed the best solution to her problem.) Also, my
husband loves children and was very eager to adopt this
_child. I didn't really want a family so soon, but I couldn't
turn this precious little bay away.
Now I realize I can't--"learn to love" anyone, and it's
futile to try. We are separated now go: the third time this
year), and I want a divorce.
I am not a flighty, pleasure-seeking woman, Abby. I am
simply being honest with myself and am facing my true
feelings.
I feel completely justified in what I'm doing. But if I
haven't done anything wrong, why do I feel so guilty?
•
. MIXED EMOTIONS
DEAR MIXED: Because you knowingly entered into a
loveless marriage for selfish reasons. You don't mention
your husband's reaction to all this, but if he still loves you,
he's probably hurting over the prospects of losing you and
his newly adopted son. And that's why you feel guilty.
DEAR ABBY: My sister's husband took my rosary
beads out of my handbag when I went over, to visit
know this for a fact, because when his mother died, I saw
my rosary in her coffin.
My sister asked the funeral director for the rosary, but
her husband overheard her and insisted that the rosary be
buried with his mother!
, It just goes to show you that home people PO take it
with them. (The rosary was hand-cat crystals from
•
Czechoslovakia.)

her. I

C.B. IN N.J.
DEAR C.B.: This is not a case of anyone taking anything
with them. It's crystal dear that the poor woman was laid
your
to rust with a stolen rosary; may the Lord forgi
sister's husband.
DEAR READERS: I was asked if I knew of a suitable
substitute for a proud father to distribute instead of the
customary cigars.
I was admittedly stumped, and I asked my readers for
some practical suggestions. The resulte were gratifying.
Many sent me blue pencils stamped, "It's a boy," and
pink pencils stamped,"It's a girl." I received bubble gum
and candy bars with pink and blue wrappers. Some had
"-stickers" announcing, "Fm here"-and then the baby's
name.
.But the best idea came from Palm Beach, Fla., in the
form of a printed card which read:"The birth of our second
, child is•joy that we wish to share with everyone without
causing discomfort to the majority of non-smokers, so in
lieu of the traditional "It's a boy-It's a girl" cigars, a
contribution has been made to the March of Dimes to help
fight birth defects -Sharon and Don Hart"
Hate to write letters? Send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a
long,self-addressed,stamped (24 cents) envelope.

Unfinished Furniture

SALE
Night Stand

$1298

Desk
Captain's Chairs

$3258
$2927
$999

Mates Chairs
Bookcase

$1698

Bookcase(Legal size)
Boston Rockers

$2998

24"or 30"Stools
Wide you are in the shop do not overlook the new spring
clothes arriving,.

1160-411

Beautifully fashioned dresses that know no
limits for city,for traveling times. These
are the dresses you've been waiting for.. the
new Spring dresses
from Bright's. The selection
Is growing larger every day.
In fact, we have the

51002/5•04 ay nvir
1/hfr
'WSW Of/3/41/
/•••7 1.4••••ei Cit.5
,
/4.

exciting

largest
mid mostcomplete collection
in town. Hurry in today and
see for yourself. Junior,
inisSYindhalf-sizes priced
at32.88 to 78.80

PROGRAM COVER — "Magic Fashion Montage" is

the Otte of this year's annual spring fishicin Rio*Otthe
Musk Department of the Murray Woman's Club as
featured on this special program cover the show to be
held Tuesday, March 7, at seven p.m. in the Clara Eagle
Gallery of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Building, Murray
State University. All types of fashions will be modeled
by both men and women from littteton4s, Bright's, The
Mademoiselle Shop, The Showcase, The Cherry Brahch, The College Shop, The King's Den, and The Tux.
-The club uses funds from this event to sponsor youth
concerts, scholarships, contests, and club contributions to bring all types of musical events to
Murray as well as many other worthy endeavors. A
very special goal of the dub is to bring The Nutcracker
Ballet to Murray during the Christmas season. Tickets
are 'available in advance from Mrs. Keith Hays, 4892488, any member of the Musk Department, or at the
door for $100.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

Stand out in Spring's
fresh new coat fashions.

FOR FRIDAY,MARCH 3, 1978
Make some time for relaxation.
What kind of day will
SAGITTARIUS
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast (Nov, 23 to Dec. 21)
Your innate dexterity in tight,
given for your birth Sign.
spots a big aid now. Some un:
ARIES . _
foreseen situations possible.'
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) '1
-You can solve - problems by
to suggestions planning carefully, then taking
Listen
carefully. Advice from even the
direct action.
least likely sources could prove
CAPRICORN
profitable. There's plenty (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20jworking for you now.
As with Sagittarius, some
TAURUS
unexpected situations likely,
Apr. 21 to May 21)
but don't let them keep you
Act swiftly if conditions are from following a well-charted
right, but proceed slowly where
course. Time lost can be made
the going is tricky and there are
up with a bit more efficiency.
obstacles which cannot be :AQUARIUS
overlooked.
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
GEMINI
Be alert to good offerings.
9- Your
(May 22 to June 21) 136
aptitude lends itself to this
Be concise, but not abrupt, type of day. Study, diversify
eager to further your own in- your interests, broaden your
terests, but 'not unmindful of horizons.
others. Your attitude could PISCES
change the whole picture, one
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
way or another.
You are shaping future
results NOW, so be rightly
CANCER
(June 22 to July 29) GOO concerned about your course of.
Do whatever you can to action. Concentrate on what you
facilitate work projects Don't do best.
YOU BORN TODAY are an
bank on achieving more than
usual gains, and you may be extremely taletted individual
surprised with more than you and, once you find the right
niche, shine brightly in your
expect.
field and accomplish brilliantly.
LEO
When you waver, you become
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 1/2'tic
Be prepared to withstand confused and let good opopposition, unexpected portunities pass you by. Your
disturbances. You CAN settle innate patience and persistence
matters in a way that will win fit you for highly responsible
work. Your progressiveness,
the admiration of others.
artistry and love of harmony
VIRGO
Overcome
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 1111A'li are outstanding.stubborness,
Excellent planetary help for tendencies toward
ingaining ground in several anxiety. Mathematics,
arareas. Take advantage of every ventios, engineering, jourand
possible opportunity. chitecture, musictalents.
Birbe nalism suit your
Associates
should
Graham
Alexander
thdate
of:
cooperative.
Bell and George M. Pullman,
LIBRA
Inventors; Jean Harlow, screen
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
star.
Some admonitions now: Curb
emotions and DO prevent
needless errors through
miscalculation or hasty actions.
•
WYNN GIRL
Do not be dismayed if you have
and
Wynn,
Mr.
John
Mrs.
to revise sortie of your plans.
Jr., of Paris, Tn., are the
SCORPIO
parents of a baby girl, Cynthia
( Oct. 24 to Nov.
Marie, weighing seven pounds
should
influences
Good Mars
make this &highly stimulating 214 ounces, born on Tuesday,
day. But don't overtax yourself. Peb It, at the MurrayCalloway County -Hospital.
The mother is the former
"4; Delores Kirkendoll.
Grandparents are Mr and
Wynn of
Mrs.
John
Springville, Tn., Gene
.••• Kirkendoll, and Mrs. Virgie
.
mih
Hudgins. .

Exciting new Spring coats that are sure to make you the
center of attraction this Easter are now in abundance at
Bright's.Selectfrom single or double breasted with tie or
button frontin junior and riskilysizesin yourfavorite
fashion colors.112.N is 7810

•

•
•

•

SIMTITS
Come in and see our
new Pappagallo shoes!
...•
"--1‘
'" h.%.....

•
MBA,in
black or bet'gt
canvas at 28.00

.-",
.
•S
.
---'''ZiAZ!
„,kikss.„
. NV....

N

't

-

..r.-,
•*.,

,

*r,

Ari

The
Blackford
House
Road, Murray
11111
11oldwatir
.
18 41
1111111
.
(.411.111°

•?•.1'

n)

WEISEL in
natural rope
at 22.811

nt •

Bright's

THE CHILDREN'S CORNER IS
READY FOR EASTER
•
11A 7)noveriaZi
ARE YOU?
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
DRESS YOUR CHILD
Recently dismissed from
Lourdes -Hospital, Paducah,
FOR THE EASTER
was Silburn Colson of Murray
Rbute Three,
PARADE.FROM OUR
LOURDES PATIENT
SELECTION OF
Mrs Clinton Rowlett of
4110.,
dismissed

Proudly Introduces
in
or
kelly green,atnavy
white calf 22.80

SLIM

••

Boys Suits (infont to 7 years), Girls frilly
dresses (infant to 14), dresses with matching coats and caps, Boys dress slacks and
shirts (infants to 14), Easter Purses.
- - Southside Court Square
V

Co

Murray has been
from Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.

aw) 1cY
C
PPaSIGC
SHOES
in Murray

Guess what's just arrived at Bright's?
SPRING!!! We're absolutely blooming with
fresh new PaPP*11114 shoes in a country'
garden variety and colors. Step into Spring
at Bright's... the shop for Pappagallo.

go.
The first mechanical clock is
been inbelieved to

:hays,

;.•

'"'

•-- -v••••-gaggr-baglyiwilygiwolygger4ipillginge.,74-

•
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COMMUNITY
CALENDAR
-

„.S.Iwci(1l Story Hours
Plawied\-B) Lilirary.

Marg-Melson Vows

Mrs. Nance Is Hostess For Harris
Grove Homemakers Club Meeting

Friday, March 3
Golden Age Club. will have a
During the month 64 March, Animal" will be held. This
potluck luncheon at'mai at
iVIyDttIy
rc FIZst
tne sOCI
branch of the Calloway Co ty provided by Pet World.
United Methodist Church.
Public Library,.will present
An Easter Egg Hunt will be
Bingo will, follow the meal.
variety of special Story Hours. eld at regular story hours on
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence HorA puppet show at 3:00 p.
Murray-Calloway County ton, Mr. and Mrs. Bill Marose,
rch 20, 22, and 24- These
on Friday. March 3 at Ellis • cori1 of Douglas Community Community Theatre will have and Mr. and Mrs. Joe Gertzen
, will be in charge of the
4;unununity center will launch -Cente n ,MOnday, at 3:00 p. its first anniversary dinnei
the month's special programs. m., the 11bary on Wednesday theatre show at the Holiday arrangments.
:The puppet show will also be at 10:00 a. fll< and 3:00 p. m., Inn at seven p.m. for inShopping for Senior Citizens
presented at Douglas Com- •SIB Commuhy Center on formation call 759-1752.
m. All
will be at 9:30 a.m.to noon and
munity Center on Monday, Friday at 3:
march 6, at 3:00 p. m.
Fort Heiman Chapter for from one to 3:30 p.m. For
children are encOur\aged to
lor those young music attend.
Izaak Walton League will transportation call 753-0929 by
•
lovers, Keith•Vincent, from
meet at the community room nine a.m. for morning shopMurray State University's
of the North Branch of the ping and by 11:30 a.m. for
Music Department will be
'-,Peoples Bank;North 12th and afternoon shopping.
performing some old folks
estnut, Murray at eight
Gospel singing, featuring
songs on. Wednesday, March
All interested persons
Richey Family, will be at
the
4, at 300 p.m. Along with
are in ted.
the Deward Chapel Penplaying the guitar. Keith will
Miss Ann Paschall, granexplain how some of these
Xi Alpha aelta Chapter of tecostal Church, Highway 94
songs originated: Because of ddaughter of Mrs.' Maggie Beta Sigma Phi;ivill meet at East, at seven p.m.Paschall of Murray, Barney the Ellis Center at 7:30 p.m.
this performance there'
not be a morning (10:00 Story Pasehall of Hazel, and Mr.
Saturday March 4
Thursday, March
\it
and Mrs. E. C. Hudson'of Old
Hour.
Country Ham breakfast will
A "Mystery _Animal" will be Union Road, Paris Tn.,_ has
_Piano lacital by Vii be-servedfrom sixa- ns bone
e. guest at regular story been named as "Miss Fresh- Hays, junior nAjaic education.Az. m. by the American Legion •
th
hours on ,Wednesday,- March man" at Samford University, -inajer,-will be at 0-i-Wp.4n.4n--atthe legion hati, south Sixth
15.. A deliberation on the care Biringham, Ala.
the recital hall annex of the and Maple Streets, Murray.
She is the daughter of Price Doyle Fine Arts Tickets
an(' habits of the "Mystery
82.50 each for all
George and Betty Hudson Building, Murray State one person"ian eat.
Miss Deborah Marie Marg
Paschall of Nashville, Tn. She Universtiy.
was elected to the honor by
First Presbyter:1aq Church
Mr. and Mrs. Curtiss J. C. Marg of Dresden, Tn., announce
members of the freshman
Murray -Women of the Youth will have bake sales at the engagement and forthcoming marriage of their
daughter,
relations
class. A human
Moose are scheduled to meet Singer's Sewing MachineSc
n .Deborah Marie,to Daniel Alton Melson,son of Mrs. Glen Garmajor, she is a graduate of at eight p.m. at the lodge hall. and Roses Department S ore
*pod of Murray and Alton Samuel Melson of Richmond, Va.
Pearl High School, Nashville,
- -fidjss Marg is the grandaughter of Mr. and. Mrs. Miler A.
started at nine a.-m. Tn.
Margo( Granton, Wisc., and the late Mr. and Mrs. William A.
an with
Samford,
Friday,March 3
.
A
Square and round dancing Pollock dr Fayetteville, N.C.
enrollment of 3,900, is
Murray-Calloway
County will be held at the Woodmen of
A
graduattk.of
Henry
County
High
School, she' attended
Alabama's largest privately Community Theatre will have the World Hall at 7:30 p. m.
Murray State University. Miss Marg will continue her
supported
college
or .its second night of. the first
education_at AustinPeay University after the wedding
university arid fourth largest anniversary dinner-theatre at
Temple Hill Lodge NO-276
The groom-to-be is thesgrandson of Mr. and Mrs. Landon
of the nation's 43 Southern the Holiday Inn at seven p.m. Free and Accepted Masons
Keesee of Matewan, West Va.
,and
colleges
Baptist
'For information call 759-1752. will meet at the lodge hall. at Mr: Melson graduated frobt Murray State University and
university.
seven P. M.
earned a Bachelor of Science degree with an area in finance.
He is employed as a buyer with Itie Trane Company of
Saturday, March 4
Third night of the Murray- Clarksville, Tn.
An April 8 wedding is planned. The ceremony will take place
Calloway Community Theatre
.
_
at
Christ Lutheian Church, Paris, Tn.
‘,
-first --anniversary dinnertheatre will be at the ,Holiday
Inn-at seven p. m. For information call 759-1752.
Thursday,March 2
American Diabetes
Association will ieet, at The
r
ChUrch at
seven 13. Ct. All interested
persons are invited to attend.

The, home of firs. Eugene
Nance was the scene of the
February meeting of the
Itarria Grove nomemaxers
Club with Mrs. Alfred Taylor,
president, presiding, and Mrs.
Herman Jones, secretarytreasurer, giving her reports.
"Praise Of Worthy Woman"
was the subject of the devotion
given by Mrs. Nance. Her
scripture was from Proverbs
31:10-31. Group singing was
led by Mrs. Bill Wrather.
Twelve members answered
the roll call by, telling of a
"memorable Valentine Day."

Mrs. Bill Adams joined the
club as a. new member..
The
In"Protecting
dividual Was she lesson
presented by Mrs. James
Dix% who gave safety rules
for the car, home, and street
.Mrs. Taylor reviewed the
lesson sheet on making the
wrap around shawl.
--Valentine dessert, punch,
and coffee were served by
Mrs. Nance.
The next meeting will be
March 8 at ten a.m. at the
Ellis Unter. "Do Ahead
Meals" will be the luncheon.

Ann Paschall Is

Named For Honor

V'
'[Majestic
House
Steak•Pirsa
North lt - Open 11 a.m. to Midnight

Starting Monday Feb. 27

Daily Specials
Monday - Fresh Chicken

Tuesday - Ribeye Dinner
Served With Potato
8 Garlic Bread

Wednesday - Flounder

•

Miller Is NARFE Speaker

All Fall & Winter

Merchandise

Ruling Star Lodge No. 51
Free and Accepted Masons
will meet at the lodge hall at
7:30
. _ m:

DRASTICALLY REDUCED
This Sale Includes Some
Summer Merchandise!

The Rambos will present a
gospel concert at the West
,Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Ceqter at eight p.
[It

We Corry Brand Name Such As
Bay Harbor and Bowdin
Little Girls

Uniform Tops

Jeans

Assorted Colors

Slim 8 Reg
Sizes 10.14

$350

$400

320 NORTH MAIN-BENTON, KY.-527-1492

•

Final
Liquidation
Sale
On Fall & Winter
Merchandise
Friday & Saturday, March 3 & 4

Men's
Shoes
Values to $58 00
$952

Selected

Purses
Values to $20 00$
476

.11 VIrCannotAssegarpditCardt On Sale.Nerchindise _
•.-illtsainr yr."-.1,00•••

•
•

$199

$1i$
Lasagna With Garlic Br.ad
Thursday - Ground Round
$165
With Pcitato and Bread

Friday - Saturday - Sunday
ova Served With Soled, 41114A0
U S

a

Rib

-Potato S Brood

Sunday
Ribeye Dinner - *Pr
Fresh Chicken Dinner.*1"
• Agh
•tW

Both With Potato dfreod

Air..414A

$700

BENTON OUTLET

,

Robert Douglas, president,
Van Valentine, secretarytreasurer, Lindell 'Bagley,
Theron_ Riley, Max Miller,
Carnie Hendon,Eugene Tarry,
C. 0. Bondurant, Honier
Miller, William Diunston,
George -Gallagher, Kenneth
Grogan, Lowell Palmer, Earl
Byerley,.M. C. genry, Paul
Strum, Max Hyrt, Norman
Klapp, Hillard 'Rogers, and
Mrs. Barletta Wrather. Ray
Lafser was a visitor.

With Potato it Garlic Brood

To
Phantom Phantom.

Ladies
Shoes
Values to $29 00

County' Judge Robert 0.
Miller was guest for the
Meeting of the Murray
Chapter ...of -the National.
Retired
of
Association
Federal Employees held on
Feb. 24-at the Woodmen of the
World building.
He explained in layman's
language the 1978 revised laws
concerning judicial actions
and procedures.
Attending the meeting were

Dinner - $1.75
Ground Round
Dinner - $1.65

Served with
Choice of
Potato a
Garlic Bread

.4110.111.,

Vic, an irascible real estate
salesman, lost his temper when
he failed to get an -exclusive" on
a certain large home. To get even,
he spread a rumor in the neighborhood that the house was
haunted.

OUTLET SAVINGS

Sure enough, the rumor did
hurt the salability of the house.
Its frustrated owner finally decided to sut Vic for "commercial
defamation.
In court, Vic admitted that the
ghost story was a figment of his
imagination. But he argued that
in a competitive economic system,
such Shenanigans are all 'part of
the game."
HoweVer, the court ruled that
Vic had gone too far. The court
said free enterprise does not
justify a malicious lie about
someone else's property.
Moat courts agree, and they
apply the rule not only to real
estate but to business in general.
The right to knock a competitor's
product is not unlimited.
In iinother case, the menu
facturer of a medical device denounced a rival brand as a
"quack" product. Holding this
improper, a court said:
"Ordinarily, the law tries to
maintain neutrality toward exaggerated salesmanship. But when
these tactics exceed reasonable
bounds, the judicial process will
redress the wrong."
On the other hand, the law
does allow considerable leeway in
the name of competition. In a
third case, a man complained that
his product-s covering material-had been belittled as "not as
good" as others. But a court dismissed his complaint, saying:
"A tradesman who offers goods
for sale exposes himself to obser.
vations of this kind. Such expressions are not uncommon among
rivals in trade, and their correctness is for determination by thaw
whose (patronage) is sought, not
by the courts." ,.
•••
of the *
feature
A sidle :service
4
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19 stores now pour all their savings into
one store.The Harolde's outlet store!
Look at how big those savings are!
Original Values To $20.00

Original Values To $20.00'

SKIRTS

JEANS $5. $6.$7.

$3.
Original Values To $18.00

Original Values To $16.00

SHIRTS

TOPS

$2.$3.$5.$6.$7.

$2.$3.$5.

Original Values To $24.00

Original Values To $22.00

SWEATERS

PANTS
$5.$6.$7.

$2.$3.$5.$6.$7.
Originally $18.00

Originally To $9.00

JACKETS

SHORT SLEEVE TOPS

ONLY $2.

ONLY $2.

Originally To $38.00

Originally To $62.00

BETTER DRESSES
oNLY $10.$5.

WINTER COATS

$20.$18

ONLY $25.

STORE
OUTLET
HUME'S
OLYMPIC PLAZA IN MURRAY KY.COMET MIMES
_

Ar"
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• EDITORIAL

king.Back
10 Years Ago

Paradise Lost

4

There's trouble in paradise
Woodchuck paradise, that is,
also known as Land Between
The Lakes in western Kentucky.
For years, woodchucks have
waxed fat and happy in the
recreation area there run by
the
Tennessee
Valley
Authority. They have supped on
TVA's soybeans and corn, ridd10 the fields witfi burrows
and lived virtually free of
predators.
The TVA has proved a
churlish host, however, and has
not taken kindly to the wood.
chuck population bOom.
This year TVA will permit
hunters for the first time to
shoot the furry critters. Woodchuck season starts with a bang
March 8 and tuns to March10,
There is some consternation
at TVA,however, that the great
Woodchutk War cOuld fizzle.
Woodchuck, after all, is not one
of the coveted of game meats.

What TVA needs to do is
enlist the febrile minds Qf
Madison Avenue (New York,
that is) to sell woodchuck to the
reluctant American public.
The admen's ability to turn a
sow's ear into a gourmet cut is
world-renowned.
We can see it now. Start the
campaign with a testimonial
from Grizzly Adams on the unsung virtues of roast woodchuck.
Get the Galloping Gourmet to
prepare fricasseed woodchuck
on TV. Have Julia Childs whip
up,4 woodchuck souffle. ,
Leak word to the gossip
magazines that woodchuck
grease is the secret of Farrah's
hair care. Spread the rumor
that wciodchuck-pelt coats are
the newest fashion rage.
Once the Great American
Hype Machine is cranked up, it
wont' be long before woodchucks are an endangered
species.

Opinion Page
^

Letters To The Editor

Law EnforeementApp-reciated
Dear Editor:
those who have lived before us in this
•
Recognizing your link with the people section
of the country has provided a
of the Murray-Calloway tcommunity good foundation for peaceful living.
and your vital interest in its welfare our However, there is common feeling
NARFE Chapter is pleased to furnish a among us that generally speaking,
copy of a letter addressed to our Local Calloway County and the City of
Public Officials who are involved with Murray has been served by Officers- of
the enforcement of law: In their. rote the law that were capable and
and for appropriate wider Circulation dedicated to duty. We are aware that
—copies have been sent to County Judge_ the safety and local freedom we enjoy
Executive Robert O.- Miller, District in a casual and routine manner ismade
Judge Sid Easley',Cuit Judge James Possible by good public officers.
M.Lassiter,Sheriff Max Morris, Mayor
It is on these accounts, that -our group
Henley,
enley, Murray Chief of Police
.Brents Manning, County Attorney Max in regular session on this, the 24th day
Parker and (former) City Judge Steve of February, at the beginning of the
year of 1978, decided to speak up and
Sanders.
tell you how much we, as Senior
The letter follows.
Dear Fellow citizens:
citizens, appreciate living in this kind of
Our organization is representative of community with safety you provide.
We furthermore, want to speak up
citizens who have lived in Murray and
Calloway County for most of our lives and encourage you for the days ahead
or who have chosen this area for our and pledge our support and good will.
And,finally, we hope by this movement
retirement home.
In various meetings both formal and on our part to encourage and enlarge
informal, we have had occasion to the understanding, co-operation and
examine and comment upon the life support of the entire citizenry of the
style of this community. We have been City of Murray and the County of
unanimous in our observations that Calloway.
even In a very fast growing population Sincerely,
our town and county has been relatively Robert H. Douglas, President
free from major crime and a spirit of Van D. Valentine, Secretary
general lawlessness. We are agreed National Association of Retired
that the the traditions and ideals of Federal Employers.

Favors Panama Treaties
Dear Editor:I am taking the liberty of writing you
to ask for your consideration of the two
Panama Canal treaties before the
United State Senate.
During my service in the Senate, and
as a member of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee, I followed the
negotiations for a new treaty between
the United States and the Republic of
Panama:" which were supported by
,Presidents Johnson, Nixon, Ford and
now President Carter. I have studied
Carefully the existing treaty of 1903,
and the two new proposed treaties.
Like you all Americans, I have been
concerned that the new treaties would
assure to the United States the treaties
provides to the United States primary
defense rights until December 31,,1999.
The second new treaty, as does the
existing treaty of 1903, guarantees to
the United States the authority to
maintain permanently the defense of

the neutrality, open use, and thus our
continuing protection of the Canal.
• I believe firmly the new treaties
provide to the United States the right to
permanently defend the Canal. The
Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Army, Navy,
Air Force and Marines have stated that
approval 'ot the treaties will enhance
our security. The treaty of 1903 servdd
its time and purpose but no country
today, certainly not the United States,
would grant to another country the
right to own and control a strip through
its territory. We have the opportunity to
demonstrate our fairness to small as
well as large countries and our own
confidence in the strength of our
country, arid its Tree and democratic
system, unique in the world.
_ With appreciation for.my association
wIth the people of Kentuacy over many
years. and best wishes,
Yours sincerely,
John Sherman Cooper

Copley News Service

Garrott's Galley

20 Yean-Ago

•

• The home of 'David, Key near
Crossland was saved from fire by the
Hazel Fire Department yesterday
morning, according to Cy Miller of the
department. About $400 damage was
reported to the house from the fire.
Deaths reported include Ed DiuguW,
Jr.
A feature story on B.-W. Edmonds of
Calloway County *ho recently received
a special Golden Sheaf Award is
published in the March issues of The
Progessive Farmer and the Kentucky
Agricultural official bulletin.
Mrs. Ted George, professor at
Murray State College, spoke on "The
Changing World" at the Magazine Club
annual luncheon held at the Murray
'Woman's Club House. She was introduced by Mrs. Jack Frost.
"Tall Stranger" starring Joel
McCrea and Virginia Mayo,and "Black
Beauty" starring John Crawford are
spowing at the Varsity Theatre,

How To Be A City Boy
And Raise Champion Hogs
4.6

Nine-year-old Corey Hine seemed
Corey was there with his mom and dad,
somewhat out of place the other day
Eddie and Lou Huie, who live at 1612
when he entered three hogs—all he
Magnolia Drive here in Murray. Eddie
had— in the West Kentucky Market
specializes in school fund raising
Hog Show at Murray State University.
campaigns and works across West
A fourth grade student in the home
Kentucky and -Tennesaee:room of Mrs. Rue(Louise) Overby at
Roy Skinner of the Jackson Purchase
the Robertson Elementary School in
Credit Association at Mayfield was the
Murray,'he_is what you would call "a
master of ceremonies, and he started
city boy." He had become a 4-H Club
with the fifth place winner, working
member only last fall,and he had never
toward the top carcass judged. One by
grown out or shown a hog in his life until
one, he_gave the winners' statikics ow,
novr the-hook--the percentage of lean meat,
Yet, there he was putting his three
average back fat, carcass length, loin
animals up against some grown out in
eye measurement and all the rest.
some of the most prominent and
Finally, only the No, 1 hog was left to
sophisticated hog breeding and feeding
announce. If Corey was thinking he
operation in this end of the state.
hadn't won, he certainly didn't act like
First, his -hogs and all the others
it. He already had won more than most
entered were judged on foot. Then they
youngsters.win in a lifetime With hogs.
were taken to Union City, Tenn,. Then Roy announced that Corey's
slaughtered and their carcasses graded ,Yorkshire gilt had .dressed out,as ..the
forlean Meat: That's the way the Show
best carcass of the 42 animals entered.
works, and they glee awards for the
He proudly marched to the front and
_best_ anUnals-tr both categories.
-L9ecuive4 his- award,' big silver wine'
+ ++
9:01Pr almost as tall as- he was. A When they loaded the hogs for the trip
novice in the hog raising business, he
• to Union -City after the on-foot comhad beaten out some of the top, most
petition, Corey proudly was holding the .experienced breeders around.
prizes for having shown the top hog of
How did he do it?
all those shown in the youth com+++
petitions. They had contests for both
Last fall, he joined the 4-H Club
young people and adults.
chapter at Robertson School and of
His winner was a 230-pound
which Mrs. Walter Lee (Jane) Steely is
Yorkshire-Hampshire cross which he
the advisor. He was given a book of
had entered in the youth-heavyweight
suggested projects and told to select on
competition. Another, a 210-pound
to do. Taking it home, he discussed
Hampshire, finished- second in the it with his dad and they decided to "get
youth - lightweight division, and right some pigs" and try a swine project.
behind it in third place was his other
These they found and bought from
animal, at 200-pound Yorkshire gilt. He
Bill Dodson, who works in one of those
had a fist full of ribbons, a trophy and a glass-enclosed offices down it People's
piece of silver.
Bank,They put them in a pen out on the
Two rognts .later, all the exhibitors
Huies'family farm south of Lynn Grove
gathered at Winslow Cafeteria on the
Highway on the Johnnie Robertson
campus for an award dinner. They had
Road, and began to feed them out.
come to see which hogs had dressed out
Corey was given three to take care
the best as the top meat producers.

Business Mirror -

F1 John( tioniff

NEW YORK AP)— In the process of
modernizing Wall Street, the government convinced the securities industry_
to introduce competitive brokerage
fees, of all things. That was in May 1975.
Until then, securities firms did not
believe in such lowly scrapping, even
though the origins of the industry back
in the 1700s were in the gutter, under
the buttonwood tree.
Finally convinced that _competitive
fees made sense, especially since they
so aggressively espoused it for other industries, the various brokers went after
each other like street fighters.
They began cutting commissions for
their big institutional customers, and
they cut and they cut, and partly
because they -did so their profits declined. A poor stock market added to
the woes,
By the fourth quarter of 1977, some of
Whatever the conclusion, I am not
the.houses were bruised and battered,
affected directly on way or the other,
and in order to survive several of them
had allied themselves in mergers with
what I have said I think is best overall,
stronger firms.
for Murray, as Mr. Williams said, just
Reporting dub% the past few weeks,
about the best place on earth. Lets keep
Merrill Lynch was more a docile cow
it that way.
than a galloping bull, its earnings
A. Q. Koertner
falling 70 percent during the final
Murray. Ky..
quarter of the year, and 59 percent for
the entire year.
The institutional customers furthered
the declines. Obligated to seek out the
"And they continued stedfastly in
lowest costs for their clients, the muthe apostles' doctrine and followtual and pension funds, the bankship, and in breaking of bread, and
administered trusts and the like applied
in prayers "Ads 2:42 •
pressure.
1 ht. model church in The New
• ComMissions plummeted, in some
1i slanictit tfont.iined all the ingrechcases cut in half. From the brokerage
, n! ,11
t() a MT
houses, whose understanding of falling
-l3hl. study,
hristian fellowship
the 6ap4ing .at'und thl; 1,plirii
14140.... 4 pgrOfitS is A-Mingtive, ther,e .arose 4
Toy
sOrnethin
41*t
?frttkirt
Plitl
if
1 ••

Bible Thot_tght

f

of; his dad kept the other two to raise
and kill for meat.
+++
From then on it was simply a matter
of seeing to them each day,feeding and
taking care *1them. Much of the corn
he fed, Corey 'picked up on the farm of
Alton Paschal near Wiswell and in a
field in which the corn had been blown
down. They tried to salvage as much of
it as possible with a comb*, but they
had missed a lot. He was told he could
have whatever he wanted to pick up.
No, he said, he didn't exercise his
animals daily like many producers do
to develop the ham muscles. He did
have to break ice so they could have
water and he helped his dad build a
In less than 12'hours last night 1.16
shelter for them when the severe
inches
of rain fell In Murray.-Early in
weather hit early in January.
But out of it all he came with six the evening the downpour was acribbons, a trophy, and two pieces of companied by a minkr electrical
silver in addition to 6303 whicii the storm; however no damage was
Union City packing house paid him for reported.
his hogs. They iwought 4748 cents w • Deaths reported
pow d5-aid -the - loins of- las elismw.-Jiociper,age 42. and Oury B.(WW1
pionship carcass was auctioned off at 'killer, age 56.
The kick off banquet for the 1948 Red
the awards dinner for something like
Cross
Drive in Calloway County is
$5.00 a pound. The packing house gives
the loins of the top five hogs to the scheduled for March 3 at the Murray
show's sponsors to auction off and help Woman's Club House. The main address will be by Dr. Ralph H. Woods.
pay expenses.
Approximately 150 high school
+ ++
Least awed by it all was Corey. After seniors from Western Kentucky schools
all, if a peanut farmer from Georgia were weekend guests on the campus of
can rise to the Presidency of the United Murray State College Feb. 27 and 22.
"It Had To Be You" starring Ginger
States, what's so unusual about a nineyear-old city boy becoming a champion Rogers and Cornel Wilde is showing at
the Varsity Theatre.
hog producer?

30 Years Ago

Its

Kentucky Closeup

Kentucky Still
Top Co41 State-

LOUISVILLE, .Ky. (AP) — Each arrested three times for failing to obyear, Kentucky steps forward and tain a license. "The courts let him go,
takes a-bow as the nation's leading coal claiming he was. just trying to earn a
living," he said.
producer. Are the figures accurate?
Kirkpatrick says he has asked the
No one knows the exact tonnage, not
even -Harreld Kirkpatrick, whose General Assembly to supply him with
about this, they said.
agency keeps the books on such more clout-by making it a felony to run
They are now doing it; they are doing
a mine without a proper certificate.
statistics.
what so many other free enterprise
Kirkpatrick already has asked for a
"It's impossible to nail it down to the
concerns are doing2 they are reaching
last ton - there Ama lot of unknown computer to help him keep tabs on
agreements on commissions in order to
factors -- but we try to do our best,", Kentucky's coal production.---lessen destructive competition.
"If we get it. a lot of our problems will
said Kirkpatrick, commissioner of the
Not everyone is part of the bargain.
be solVerd-,-'2--.tw said.
state Department of Mines and
Merrill Lynch, whose resources are
When the state's final figures are
Minerals.
greater than all the others, apparently
Kirkpatrick estimates that tentucky tabulated, Kirkpatrick expects them to
will continue to offer discount's of as
produced 140 million tons of coal in 1977 show Kentucky outproduced its nearest
much as 50 -percent off,,the old fixed
and says he arrived at that figure by competitor, West Virginia, by 40 million.
•
commissions.
But others, including even such an . totaling the cartoading reports he gets tons in 1977.
That my be an estimate but Kirkevery week from the federal governesteemed name as Morgan Stanley &.
patrick-seid it's 99 percent accurate,
ment.Co., have-been lifting their fees graduKirkpatrick said his own records for based on the figures he now has.
ally. In so doing they are meeting some
"West Virginia is going downhill," he
1977 are incomplete because the
resistance along the way from indepartment 'we're still waiting to hear said. -We're climbing steadily. in the
stitutional clients.
from a lot of operators. They've been production charts."
The managers of these institutions 'delayed by bad weather and the
might argue with regulators that their
national coal strike."
willingness to pay more is based on
The state has 3,000 licensed mines
Murray Ledger & Times
-their fears that the existing level of fees
and most can be counted on to supply
might force the broker to dilute the
their tonnage figures to the departWaltdr I. Appers. on
.
Publisher
quality of service. But proving that
ment.
Editor
R time McCutcheon
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
contention might be a difficult task.
•.The department_ has no problem
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4, Christ-No matter how strong the pressures
with the big companies," Kirkpatrick
mas Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray Newspapers, Inc 103 N 4thSt .
for higher rates might be, and go
said. "They know the stockholders are
Murray Ky 42071 Second Class Postage Paid at
matter how strongly the institutions , keeping ar eye on them.'
Murray, Ky 42071
;-SURSCRIP•110N, RATES in areas served by
feel they are justified, the matter is still
Kirkpatrick said there are sortie
carners. $2 SO per month, payable in advance
ticklish.
people, however.. who come into the
and to Benton, HarrHI marl Caliowayikuelly
s
_
din. Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington, Ky , and
And so Wajl Street reaches a constate, get a licerise, mine the coal and
Pans. Buchanan and Puryear. Tn . $17 SO per
clusion that oher industries learned
thed skip town.
year 'By mail to other destinations. 132
pef
years ago, that cutthroat competition is
Kentucky's tonnage figures also are . year
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
destructive, and that prices might be
thrown off by the "hip 'Parket
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Association
better managed for the good of all
operators, who never bother to obtain a
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
"competitors."
perinit," Kirkpatrick said. ."When
republish local news originated by The Murray
/edger & Timesal well as all other Al'news
Who knows, they might be right. But
they're caught, the mines and minerals
TF,1tEPHONE NUMBERS
•
who knows, we might be Paying for the
departtnent tries to Stick them with a
'
Business Office
713-191v
Classified Advertising
753-1916
inefficiennpv of brokers. Whatever,
heavy fine but sometimes the courts
Retail (Display I Advertising
• .7.13-1919
there's an irony in the sellers of the
don't go along."
..arculation
713-11l6
five systern s4.194 in .effect4.... • lic secalled ong case involving:.'a .
_P2r13PL111.--4:
,-etT6gn
19;fin waS -44

Enough, Enough

Supports One-Way Streets
Dear Editor:
Having read Wayne M. Williams
letter in the issue, Monday, Feb.. 27,
expressing opposition to the four-liming
project of 12th St., I wish to say I concur
with his reasoning and conclusions. The
cost and disadvantages fir out-weigh
the beneifts, which might ensue. 7
Jidt what is wrong with one-way
streets going in -any -direction,
anywhere in the town of Murray? Onewaying is what helps and speeds un
flow of traffic. I drive 12th St. north and
south, alinost every day and never feel
incovenienced or become irritated. I
should think by-passes are preferable
because interstate travelers want the
quickest way, not the shortest, to
continue their journey. They will not
because
and
Myl+a

Army Privata Jerry F. Trimble, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Trimble, has
• beenlasIgned to the SeventhinfantrY
Division in Korea.
Deaths reported inc hide Joel Thomas
Parker, Jr., and Cleve Lax, age 82.
Barbara HoLsapple, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Mason Holsapple and senior
at Calloway County High School, was
named as first runneruP in the regional
competition of the 31st annual National
High School Oratorical Contest,
sponsored * the American Legion.
Neale B. Mason, associate professor
of music at Murray State University, is
author of a just published college music
textbook, "Essentials of 18th Century
Counterpoint."
Benton beat University School and
North Marshall beat Calloway High in
the first round of the Fourth District
Basketball Tournament. High scorers
were Rickey with 20 for University
'School, Colson with 16 for Benton, Key
with 25 for Calloway, and Faith with fl
for North Marshall.
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Standing On
The Firing Line

Prep Cage Scores

By The Associated Press
2nd District
St Mary 61 Ilediland 44
St& Distilct
"
_ _ Trigg,_Co 73 Critteaden Co60
By mike drandon
6th District
Henderson Co 90
-cleace
Sports Liirtur,-52
Ith District
S Hopkins 44 Dawson-Springs OT
13th District
Auburn 53 Olmstead 39
14th District
,now on the Union University baseball team,called the other
Three weeks ago, most people could have told you who
Franklin-Simpson 81
night wikji some interesting inffirmation.
1
thefavorikewas for the-Fourth District Tournament.
Warren Central 61
(traVes is one of the nation's top baseball card collectors
Most folks would have said the Marshall County boys and —
Bowling Green 71 Warren
and a young man who knows the game about -as wAai
the Calloway County girls would be the teams to beat.E:ast 57
anyone.So he was a little doubtful last week when-a hOt.of
: -•
Now,put all-the teams-in a hat and draw. 15th District
a guy whoclaimed to be Dave Rozema came to Jackson,
The Marshals'went on a terrible streak and sisppped eight
-Echnonson Co69 Allen Co65
.,and spent a few days.
of nine contests down the stretch and wound up with a 13-11
16th District
Rozema, of course, is the AL Rookie of the Year and pitregular season record. Meanwhile, the Calloway County
Cumberland Co 89 Metcalfe
ched for the Detroit Tigers last year.
FORMER MAJOR LEAGUERS MEET — Hawk Taylor (left) pauses for a chat and on autograph
girls were rolling along with an 11-0 record and appeared to
Co 7f
The fellow had just about everyone sold. In fact, he had
Hessian with Brooks Robinson. Taylor played his last season in 1971 with Kansas City and is now
be the team to beat then Mina Todd was injured and the
33rd District
everyone so convinced he was Dave Rozema that he had his
an insurance agent in the Murray area, working with Kentucky Central Life.
Lakers lost seven Of their last eight.
Boone Co 97 Simon - Kenton
picture in the paper at Jackson and even a big feature
.So whais going to.win? Good grief, it would be easier to
Man Mato by Mk* Ireedea)
.
- 54
.
"1:7-story.
say who is not going-to come gut of the tournament. For in
36th District
Not only that, he was on campus all the time, playing in
this case, winning is not important, unlesa-you play Friday.
Ft Thos Highlands69 Bishop
pickup basketball games and working out with the baseball
It's important to win for Murray High, since they drew
13rossart 47
players_ He said ht roomed with -The Bird," which is true,.
• he bye and one lass would knock them out. But Galloway
37th District
and he knew the book on Rozema.
and Marshall County could lose once and still earn a spot in
Millersburg
Paris 61
, In the meantime; Graves was still doubtful. He did some
the Regional Tournament
Military 49.
.research and hisdoubts- were confirmed. However,-Dave
r than say who is going to win- the tournament;So
-Rozema" kept on fooling people..
how about let's going along with who will not make it to the
Mason Co 75 Tollsboro 59
He landed a three-hour interview on the local radio
First Region Tournament?
42nd District
station and even went to a local jewelry store where the
Here we go.
Harrodsburg 72 Jessamine
-Owner wasso happy to receive some publicity, he presented
Tonight, we have the Calloway County girls taking their
Co 70
'Rozema" with a fifty dollargift.
12-7 record and putting it on the line against the 18-1 Mar43rd Disrict
By The Associated Press
By the time Graves informed everyone the guy was a
Dandridge broke out of a
Jazz 101, Celtics 100
shall County girls. The Marshals owe that one blemish to
Lox Bryan Station 42 Lex
has deserted
Even
the
sun
fake,- "Mr. Rosana" had left town with a full belly from
slump
with 26 as Washington
scored
Robinson
33
Truck
Calloway County and the Lakers owe that one win-to atleast
Tates Creek 39 -Phoenix Suns.
getting wined and dined, a little gift or two and of course,
points and grabbed 13 beat Central Division-leading
part of their seven losses because that's the game Todd was
lex Henry Clay 55 I,ex the
, Heavy rains pelted The rebounds as New Orleans San Antonitr. The Bullets built
newspaper clippings which will-help him for his next con
hurt.°
Lafayette 53:
of the Sun" on edged Boston and moved -one a 15-point lead after opening
"Valley
act
in
some
other
town.
Marshals
had
to
Callaway
County,
the
rematch
at
In a
45th District
roof of the game ahead of Atlanta in their the second period with a 14-3
Wednesday_and.the•
st_rug,gle ,to get.past the Lakers ma game that.went to the
Garrard
Co47
Dalle50
sprung a battle for the ftnal Eastern burst and were never caught.
Phoenix--Coliseum
wire but, Jan Arant of the Marshals was injured and didn't
' 50th District
)
LEDGER
A mop-up creiv got Conference playoff berth. A
play.
Williamsburg 65 Lynn Camp few leaks.
the arena in shape for the basket by Gail Goodrich with
Cavaliers 110, Nuggets 104
The pick: Todd will probably see a lot of action but the
64
Campy.,Roam:41- scored
question is, how well and how long will she be able to play?
51.0101.strict
-Suns! -game:,_ against • the one minute _ left_ gave New
Wednesday Orleans a 101-99 lead, then points and Elmore Smith
Pistons
Detroit
Though she did get limited playing time in the Lakers' last
Pineville 64 Red Bird 40
night, but play was halted late Boston's John Havlicek blew a blocked two shots in the final
game at Lone Oak, it's going to be tough for her to play a
52nd District
in
the first half when a chance to send the game into minutes as Cleveland dealt
full 32 minutes. Marshall County byfour.
Cumberland 52 Evarts 48
downpour soaked one section overtime when he could Denver only its fifth loss of the
If that happens,that would throw Calloway County again55th District .
convert only one of three free seasern on its ,home court:
st Murray on Friday and anything Could happen in that
Jackson 66 Riverside of the floor.
-And totop it all off,the-home throws.
David Thompson-had 15 ortu
game.-13iit the Laker girls now owe the Tiger girls one for a
Christian 36.
fifth game in
dropped
its
team
33
points in
fourth quarter
loss at Murray High two weeks ago so, the pick on that one
56th District
Dave .Cowens led Boston for the Nuggets.
a row, bowing .to the Pistonswould-be Calloway County 5ysix. If Murray won that on-e,
Powell Co 92 Owsley Co 75
with 26 points-but was ejected
115-102.
take the Marshals by 15 in Saturday's game.
57th District
from
the game after picking
Basketball
National
other
In
County,
which
_could
girls
defeat
Marshall
lithe Calloway
Lawrence Co 68 McGoffin
Association games Wed- up two technical fouls with
very easily happen if the Laker girls stay out of foul trouble
Co 61
nesday night, the Philadelphia 2:13 to play for protesting an
and Todd is strong,then that would-put the Marshall County
" 59th District
PROJECT
A
standings with 8-6 league
76ers .beat the Golden State official's call.
By CLARK HANES
girls against the Tiger girls Friday. In that one, take the
Millard 81 Dorton 49
INDEPENDENCE
records, but Austin Peay'S two
Warriors 125-119, the -New
The Daily News
Marshals b'11. If Murray were to win that one, take the
What is Project
Nets 97, Hawks 95
2nd District
Orleans Jazz edged the Boston
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. wins over Middle Tennessee
Lakers by eight over the Tigers Saturday.
scored
37
John
Williamson
Independence?
Lone
Oak
69
Rediland
62
_Celtics 101-100, the New
( AP) -- Middle Tennessee gave it the final spot in the
In other words, we're expecting Marshall County and
Project Indepenpoints-and Elrnard King-25 for
5th District •
JerseY Nets trimmed the goes into this weekend's Ohio tournament by iiirlue of the
Calloway County to make it out otthe district play. It's not
dence is a demonJersey,''which took a 96,93
New
Crittenden
Co
70
Trigg
Co
64
the
league's
97-95,
tie-breaking system.
Atlanta Hawks
Valley Conference basketball
likely a team that has lost just one game all season could
stration project for the
lead with nine seconds
Buffalo Braves defeated .the.
tournament with the best
Western-- finished --a game----6th Markt.
lose twice In 48 hours so the MarShals appear safe for a
elderly in the JaCklOrf
remaining when Williainscin
57
Webster
Providence
Co
52
and
Rockets
114-104
Houston
record and the No. I seed, but behind the league coregional berth. .
Purchase.
sank a technical foul. called
It - is
13th District
that won't necessarily mean champions at 9-5 in conference
the Cleveland Cavaliers beat
In'the boys' tourney action, it will be the 13-11 Marshals
designed to help older
against Atlarkta for taking too
Russellville
51
Lewisburg
38
110-104.
very
much.
Nuggets
Denver
the
play, and its 13-13 overall
going up against the 13-8 Lakers in the second game tonight.
perseas. remain in
many timeouts. Charlie Criss
Austin
Peay, Middle record is the poorest in the - — 166 District
Detroit jumped ahead 35-22
Twice this season, the Marshals have defeated Calloway.
their own homes as an
with
jumper
baselinehit
a
Clinton Co 77 Metcalfe Co 57 at the end of the first period
Tennessee's opening opponent tournament. Middle TenThey can do it again too.
alternative to entering
four seconds to play, but one
17th District
Friday night, defeated Middle nessee is 18-7, East Tennessee
and the Suns never caught up. second later, Criss fouled Ed
Whether or not the Marshals win depends on the inside
institutional facilities.
Ft Knox 36 E Hardin 32
Tennessee twice during the 18-8 and Austin Peay 14-11.
Bob Lanier led a balanced
play of the Lakers. Calloway must block out on the defenWho is eligible?
Jordan and the Nets' rookie
40W
N
Hardin
Hardin
35
the
for
points
regular season.
attack with 26
sive boards and keep Jeff Brandon out. He killed the Lakers
Persons who:
for the
throw
free
guard
hit
a
--35th District
However, the record book
And the tournament is being
Pistons, while Paul Westphal
in the last meeting between the two schools.
1. Are age 60 or
final margin.
Coy Providence 58 Newport scored 24 for Phoenix.
played at Diddle Arena in otherwise does nothing to
older, AND
Rockets
104
114,
Braves
The pick: Calloway County by five.
48
Bowling Green, where host dispute the contention that the
76ers 125, Warriors 119
2. Need services to
Randy Smith scored 14 of his
If that happens, that will throw the Marshals into
36th District
Western Kentucky hopes a teams are evenly matched.
Doug Collins scored a
remain in their homes
quarter to
final
in
the
27
points
Friday's game against the 10-10 Tigers. Murray by four.
Ft
Thos
Highlands
69
Bishop
Austin
seasonhigh 37 points for
home-court advantage will Besides No. 4 seed
such as household
help Buffalo snap a five-game
So, look for the Marshals to get knocked out of the tourBrossart 59
Philadelphia, which trailed
enable it to prevail over the Peay's two wins over No. 1
chores, meals, health
streak and hand
second
chance
losing
nament Murray High is quite hungry for a
41st
District
Tennessee,
Middle
Golden State by as many as 18
three Tennessee teams. seed
needs, transportation
at Calloway County. If that meeting should come in the
Frankfort 62 Woodford Co 57 points in the first half before Houston its fourth loss in the
Western Kentucky meets East Western won a 98-94 overtime
and others), AND
last five games. Buffalo
Lakers
by
three.
championship game,take the
42nd
District
East
home
against
decision
at
eight
taking a 110-102 lead with
Tennessee in Friday night's
3. Can not get the
overcame a 13-point deficit
However,if Marshall County wins over the Lakers ThurMercer Co 52 Burgin 32
Tennessee early in the constraight points, six by Julius
other semifinal game.
services
quarter,
from any
third
in
the
early
defeat
Calloway
Murray
High
to
then
look
for
sday night,
50th District
Ervi_ng, The winners meet Saturday ference season and then
other source.
littleby
14
points
by
aided
Friday night. If -Murray and Matshall County play in the
Whitley
Co
40
Williamsburg
Three free throws in the
night, with the tournament dropped an 80-77 thriller 4in
If
you
used Bill Willoughby. He
have
title game,flip a coin but I'll take Marshall County by one.
36
final minute by Lloyd Free,
champion advancing to an three overtimes at Johnson
questions
finished with 20.
about
You may be wondering how could I pick Murray by four
52nd
District
who scored 25 points, and two
NCAA first-round game next City.
Project Independence
Bullets 125,'Spurs 110
over Marshall County Friday but if the teams meet on
-Cumberland 28 Eva rts 24
free throws by Harvey Cat=
weekend at Knoxville, Tenn.
call Bonnie Ashby at
scored a
Kevin
Grevey
Saturday in the title game, why would I pick the Marshals
55th
District
If Middle Tennessee is to
chings kept the Sixers in
"There's not a dime's worth
753-5362.
career-high 29 points and Bob
by one?
Breathitt Co 128 Riverside control.
of difference in any of us," survive Friday's game, it
The answer, quite simply, it's going to be tough for
Christian
13
senior
Otis
with
6-7
says Western coach Jim must deal
anyone to win two hard-fought, pressure-packed games on
Richards. "We're that close. -Howard of Austin Peay, •
consecutive nights.
I'm not sure I would have generally considered one of
In the other district match ups for tonight:
wanted to play Middle Ten- the best players in the con---17rthe-First District, FULTON COUNTY over Fulton City
nessee in back-to-back games, ference, if not the best. He
by 22 points.
but we're all very evenly averaged 21.5 points a game
In the Second District, TILGHMAN over Ballard
and 10.5 rebounds.
matched."
Memorial by 12 points.
Middle Tennessee" has
East Tennessee and Middle
In the Third District, SYMSONIA over Lowes by four
Tennessee tied-for the regular balanced scoring firepower in
points and MAYFIELD over Sedalia by 17 points. Of course
season OVC title, with 10-4 Claude "Sleepy" Taylor, who
the big game will be the Friday matchup at St. Mary betleague records, and sewed up averaged 18.2 points, and
ween the hosaiikings and Lone Oak:-We'll have the pick on
spots in the OVC tournament Greg Joyner, who averaged
Jeff Carty, 17, a 1977 Allthat one in Friday's paper but don't look for the Firing Line
with room to spare. The battle 16.4. And Middle Tennessee- State defensive tackle at
column because with all the action taking place Thursday, for.-the other ,tournament has been among the top Russell High
School, has
there won't be roOm in Friday's sports section.
berths turned into a three-way defensive teams in the country signed a national letter of
•
clogfight,•-with Eastern - thisyear,
.
intent with Murray _State
_ Western's key man is 6-1 University,
Kentucky losing out. •
Eastern and Austin Peay senior James Johnson. who
Carty's signing by assistant
It takes a baseball card collector to know the difference
actually finished in a tie for averaged 19.3 points and 9.8 football coach Bill Baldridge
1975. The- Rab- celerales from _13 to 50?'
between the real thing and a put-on.
ster bit is introduced than a Mercedes- enz
fourth. place in the OVC rebounds this season.,
brings to 16 the number of high
Joe Graves, the former star hurler at Murray High and
• to AMerica.And is 280E.•
school players signed to play
D
voVIrcalitTe=
r
The Rabbit-Diesel gets bet-.
for the Racers next fall. .
ter mileage than any other
The son of Mr. and Mrs.
Magazine'
as
C-ior in Ametica..53 mpg on
Sherman Carty, 1306 Vaughn
one of the 10 the highNkay and 40 in the
Court, Flatwoods, Carty is 6'
bestcarsinthe city according to 1978 EPA
•
3" and weighs 230 pounds. His
estimates7*
woi9rid76 The
high school coach was Ivan
Rabbit has more trunk
Rabbit be- space than a Cadillac
Maglone.
comes
Seville, And more passenmore
ger space than 29 other
popular carson ttlemarket
ci uoi rcek y
rn
The 1978 Rabbit is smoother quieter, and even more .
INTRODUCED
than any technically advanced than
o
po
t hrte
ed
r Li
mr- ever ,
, .
Which gives you mare
in Amenca.ever
reason than everto try one
Plus 50c Film Charge
No Appointment Necessuru
1977 The Rabbit Diesel
sets 31 diesel -records in
Dog Obedience Training ,
LIMIT: 1 P•r P•rsbn — 2 P•r Family
Full Selection of Poses
Miramas.FroAceAdditional Subjects $3.95
Classes will be offered by the
No Age Limit Since it first horiped onto
Groups $1.59 P•r Person
at
the
Kennel
Club
Paducah
Plus 508 Film Charge
the
automotive scene. the
Work
Guaranteed'
All
National Guard Armory-- in
Volkswagen Rabbit has
Paducah starting on March 23,
been collecting awards
1978.
and setting records
This is the- only obedience
And in1978 it's even betrer
The regular Rabbit with .
training classes sanctioned by
standard transmission acPhoto Hrs.
the Paducah Kennel Club. For
and
informiition
further
March 3 & 4
Fri. 11-2, 3-6
registration call 442-7000 or
Fri. & Sat.
Sat. 10-1, 2-5
6l8-564-3381 in Illinois.
Proceeds from he classes

1.

District Tournament Picks

Suns Could Have Used
Some Sun, Roof Leaks

PORTS

Middle Tennessee Has
Best Record In Tourney

Jeff Carty

Signs With
Murray State

Con Job

•.

For A
Beautiful

11x14

59c

Dog Obedience
Classes Will
Be At Paducah

Living Color Portrait

BEGLEY DRUGS
Murray, Ky.

CHILDREN UtiD*R 2 YRS PHOTOGRAPHED FREE

scholarship to •urra y
tat-

ate.

RABBIT
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succEssFuL
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Oriole Great Gives Interesting Lecture At MSU

Brooks Robinson Says Future For.
Professiolial Sports Looks Good 4°
r-1.317fter;

BROOKS AS A YOUNGSTER — This is a 1956 baseball cord of
Brooks Robinson. At the time, his major league career included
just 66 times at bat and an average of .182. The card is from
the collection of sports editor Mike Brandon who began coNecting the baseball bumble gum cards before he could blow bubbles.

a

Ml

It
ig
-3

MSU Women's Team To
Open Tournament Play
By TONY WILSON
MSU SPORTS PUBLICITY
The Murray State women's
basketball team, which
-wrainmod-A$ its regular season
schedule last Fridaywith a 7958 thumping of Austin Peay,
will play Western Kentucky in
the first round of the Kentucky
Womei;i's Intereolegiate
Conference championships on
Friday.
The tournament will be held
at Memorial Coliseum in
Lexington, with the MurrayWestern game set for 6:30
p.m.,
Other squads competing
are Kentucky, Northern
Kentucky, Morehead,
Louisville and Eastern
Kentucky.
eated Murry
!
_ Western de
--'- 89-63 in the -teams' first—
meeting-in Bowling Green, but
the Racers, behind Laura
Lynn's 17 points, won 66-59 in
Murray.
"Our defense will be the key
to our winning," said Murray
Coach Jean Sinith.'"If we can
contain (Brenda) Chapman
like we did in our last game,
we'll have a good chance."
Chapman scored a Western
school-record 40 points in her
team's victory, but tight manto-man coverage by Lynn held
her to 17 in Murray's win.
Center Jackie'Mounts leads
the Racers in scoring and
rebounding with 16.5 points
and 12.7 rebounds a game.

_
Lynn is averaging 14.9 points
and leads the team in free
throw shooting (73-100-73
percent) and assists 491.
Other probable Murray
stirters and their scoring
averages are: Mary Jane
Gates, 8.7; Roxan Maddix, 4.1
and Cinelay Barris, 7.7

Jim Dunaway
Signs With
Murray State
Jim Dunaway, an all-state
kicker, tailback and strong
safety from Greenup County
High School, has signed a
national letter of intent, to
plax for Murray State
University.
Dunaway, a 6-foot. 195pounder, won all-area and allTr -State conference honors in
addition to being named to
four all-state teams. He was
chosen „all-state by the
Courier-Journal,
Louisville
the Lexington Herald-Leader
and the Associated Press last
fall.
Dunaway's Greenup County
team had an 11-3 record last
fall, losing in the Class AAAA
high school state championship game.
Signed
by
graduate
assistant Coach Tim Glauer,
Dunaway is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Dan Dunaway of South
Shore, Ky.

By MIKE BRANDON
wants to shower money on its After his second year with the
Ledger & Times Sports Editor athletes, then you will conorganrzation, the player then
One of the most brilliant tinue to see big salaries.
has power to arbitrate his
players in the game of _ • "Today, its athletes and
4ontract with the owners. Of
baseball forsees a bright entertainers who command
..course after that six-year
future for the world of 'big salaries," Robinson ad- _.,period
is over, the player is
professional sports.
d.
7-then declared a free agent and
Brooks Robinson, the
Robinson said that the can bargain with other teams.
legendary third baseman who concept of team sports is what
"During my era, baseball
retired from the Baltimore makes athl .1es what it is
was
fun for the playersand the
Orioles last season after today.
fans. But it was more fun for
spending 22 years in
'Nobody would go out in an
professional ball, was the open field and watch a Rod the..owners because they had
featured speaker Wednesday Carew or a Pete Rose hit a all the power. But now, it's
night at the Insight Lecture baseball around. But put them more fun for the players
because they have the power
Series at Murray State.
in a Minnesota Twin uniform
• Robinson, sneaking before or a Cincinnati Reds' uniform and the owners are the ones
attentive crowd which and 50,000 people will be there. getting hurt.
included a large group of well"But again, the future will
"In the spring, there may be
informed youngsters, divided 2,000 people watch the not be like it has been for the
baseball into three eras.
- Yankees and Dodgers play an .past. _two years," Robinson
"First, there is the pre-free —exhibition game. But put them
agent era. That's baseball's in The World Series and
Robinson talked on several
first 100 years. Then the last there's over 50,000.
different. areas of the game
two years is what I call the
"Without a team or a and his career before he got
Reggie Candy. Bar stage," league, Reggie Jackson's into the -main body of his
Robinson said, poking fun at talent would go unused. It's presentation.
superstar Reggie Jackson.
He said that his most exthe team concept and a well"The third stage is the functioning league that makes citing World Series came in
future," added-Robinson.
1966 when the Orioles swept
him."
"I think the future is sound
Robinson explained the new the Dodgers.
though we may have some reserve clause system in „Frank
Robinson
had
periodic rumblings. Since I which a player signs with a homered an&the Orioles held
played baseball; naturally I team and for six years, is the a 1-0 lead all the way through
know more about its future but property of that organization. the fourth game. Brooks said
what holds true for baseball
--holds true for -the other
- professional sports."
Robinson said when he
signed his contract with the
Orioles in 1955, he signed with
the understanding he would be
property of1Iie_Orioles for life,
or until he was traded. That of
course was known as the old
reserve clause, which Curt
Flood tried unsuccessfully to
challenge. Then two years
Messersmithago, the
. McNally ruling led to what
Robinson now calls the "age of
free agent mass turmoil."
How long will it-lastl
The multi-year contracts
and huge salaries could
- become a thing of the past.
important not to
criticize a player for making a
high salary. I think every
high-salaried player would tell
you how ridiculous their
salaries are.
"But professional athletes
are beneficiaries of American
society and its economic
system. And if that public

that as the game wore on, he
became ,more nervous and
more tense.
inthe ninth inning
Iran over to the mound to talk
with Dave McNally. I guess
everyone was thinking I-was.
trying to keep him settled
down. But that wasn't the
case.
"I told him whatever he did,
make sure not to get the ball
inside on anyone because I
didn't want the ball hit to me. I
didn't want any part of it,"
Robinson quipped, drawing
laughs Isom the crowd.
Robinson said he likes the
designated hitting rule in the
American League, though it
does take- away some of the
strategy of the game. AS for as
artificial playing surfaces,
Robinson said it • hasn't
char.ged the game that much.
"You should get more hits
and be a better fielder on
artificial turf. About the only
people who don't like it are the
.
pitchers."
Robinson was hit with a
multitude of interesting
questions during the questionanswer series which followed
his presentation.

Among some of the--more famous Reggie Jackson-Billy
interesting aspects... "'
Martin duel took plate, "it
— Robinson said he didn't was all-out war."
like multi-year contracts-4- Robinson, who is now 46
because a player knew what -yaars.old, was- honored in- he'd be making the next year Memorial Stadium Iasi
and -it didn't matter- if that - September-with a Brooksplayer had 100 RBI's or 10, Robinson Day crowd of over
he'd make the same amount of 50,000.
_ -He said he has no desire to
money. —Robinson said he felt get into coaching or managing
commissioner Bowie Kuhn did in the major leagues but said
not have_a right to void
_ the he would like to give coaching
sale of players who Oakland a try at the college level
owner Charlie ,Finley had someday. ,
Ailed to sell to New York and
Robinseri;who . has sons 16,
Cincinnati.
.15.14 and a daughter 10 years-Robinson said he didn't- 'Old, will be working with the
think the owners would fire Orioles as a color coml.
Kuhn now, since spring mentator this season and will
-Training is ready to get into be broadcasting 50
f01 swing.But the effort could
be made at the end of the
season.
—He said although there
may be a couple of umpires
who shouldn't be in the league,
he did not feel instant replays
would become part of the
decision-making process in
baseball.
—In the words'of Robinson,
who of course was in the
A Puts. Se.o. e.11 1..s Newsome
.
peaceful dugout the day the
A 1.e AcheedAey
Yankees erupted and the

Red Cross
is counting
on you
-to hely.

REALISTIC BLANK 8-TRACK CARTRIDGE

SESSION CALLED OFF
The Saturday morning
basketball
program
at
Calloway County High School
has been called off. The
Fourth District cheerleading
competition will be held at
Jeffrey Gymnasium Saturday
morning and that's why the
cage program will not be held.

FOR ABOUT THE COST OF
A RECORD ALBUM,YOU CAN
HAVE A LONG-PLAYING
CONVERSATION.
BY LONG DISTANCE.

FIE SALE!
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1111111131100
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TAPE CART1
CONTINUOUS LOOP

UNRECORDED
'Reg IDC-r,
/

Professional
(
( Quality

CHARGE IT.
(MOST STORES)

40-MINUTE LENGTH

99
FOR

Reg.
"181 Ea.

80-MINUTE LENGTH

FOR
Take advantage of limited-time 2-for-1 savings on famous
Realistic 8-track tapes for _home and car.,,Use_in Realistic or
ANY make stereo 8-track tape recorders, decks or audio systems with record feature. -At the same-time you'll be sampling
our OWN-MAKE tape(made -in our Ft. Worth factory) and see
why we're so proud of our strict quality control - procedures.
You'll love the top-quality sound and the savings'

I/44

HURRY!SALE ENDS 3/12/78.
44,

-

•

PA

RADIO SHACK OWNS AND OPERATES 21 ELECTRONICS FACTORIES
$
,For as long as half an hour, your Voice'canbe•music to someone's ears, a
thousand miles away. Just dial the 1- way and talk for half,an hour for only
$4.38 plus tax. Anytime Saturday Sunday till 5PR-Or arry night between
11 PM and 8 AM.These are the cheapest ©
times Lb call."
South Central Bell
Call often. Be a hit with the ones
Long distance.
-you low..
-

Olympic Plaza
12th Street

Mon.-Fri. 10-7
Sat, 10-6
Closed Sun.

Radio
/hawk

What else is so nice forthe price7

Low One-Pluarrates do not apply lo Zero-Plui dialed long distance calls Low One-PI useates do aolOt r to .
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Givens Second-Team, Robey
T d In
Ica Picks

Maryland Goes Three
-Overtimes To Get Win
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
The players aren't the only
ones who sweat in the Atlantic
Coast Conference playoffs.
Coaching is tough work, too
especially when your team
has to go into triple overtime
tOirL
If there's a tougher way in
the country to make a living. I
want to know what it is," said
a sweat-drenched Lefty

Mike Muff
Selected To
All-OVC Team
For the second consecutive
year, Mike Muff has landed a
spot on the All-Ohio Valley
Conferoce Basketball Team.
Mu
6-5 senior forwardguard who averaged 23.6
points per game this season
and finished second in the
league scoring race, finished
second in the vote-getting to
MVP Otis Howard of Aus'tin
Peay.
The other eight players on
the team included Herbie
Stamper of Morehead, Sleepy
Taylor of Middle Tennessee,
Greg Joyner Of Middle Tennessee, James Johnson of
Western Kentucky, Lovell
Joiner of Eastern Kentucky,
Bobby Porter _ of Tennessee
Tech, Darryl Turner of
Western Kentucky and Scott
Place of East Tennessee.
Players receiving honorable
mention, in order of votes,
were Norm Jackson of Austin
Peay, B. J. Johnson of East
Tennessee, Cat, Watson of
East Tennessee, Jim Smith of
East Tennessee, D. C. Smith
of East Tennessee, Jimmy
Warren of Murray, Bob
Martin of Middle Tennessee
and Greg Jackson of Western
Kentucky. Sonny Smith of East Tennessee was-voted as the OVC
Basketball Coach of the Year.

Driesell after his Maryland Clemson. It was the first time
team upset North Carolina in the past four years under
State 109-108 Wednesday night Bill Foster that the Blue
in a tripleovertime thriller.
Devils had advanced past the
"I'm • kind of speechless," first round of the ACC
lidded Driesell after the playoffs.
dramatic game, one of three
'Frank Johnson'collected 23
first rounders in Greensboro, points to pace Wake Forest
N.C. "I thought we had it won over Virginia. The Deacons
a couple of times before. But led by as many as 23 points in
.
we did everything we were the second half. ..
-points
able to .do to. get,thein back
-Larry Bird scored 38
into the game - and we got and grabbed 14 rebounds and
them back in it several Harry Morgan keyed a
•
times."
secondhalf hot streak to power
The victory moved the Indiana State over Bradley.
Terrapins into tonight's
A balanced scoring attack,
semifinals against 15th- led by Robert Gunn's 19
ranked Duke, an 83-72 winner points, boosted New Mexico
over Clemson in the teurrrey's State over Drake. Six players
opening game. In the other hit in double figures for the
first-round contest, Wake Aggies. Gunn was followed by
Forest defeated Virginia 72-61 Cyrus Cormier with 18 points.
and advanced to tonight's
Delmar Harrod scored a
meeting with North Carolina, career-high 22 points, inthe. ACC.'s. regular-season cluding the winning basket
.champion which drew a first- with 16 seconds left, to lead SL _
round bye.
Boaaventure over Syracuse.
While ACC teams started
Freshmen Danny Kottak
their playoffs, the teams in the and Ed Sherod combined for
MisSouri Valley Conference 55 points to lead Virginia
continued theirs as Indiana Commonwealth
over
crate defeated Bradley 88-81 Ceorgetown.
and New Mexico State
Butch Lee scored 26 points
whipped Drake 90-73. The and four other seniors hit
winners will play Friday in the double figures in their final
semifials for the right to meet home
as
appearance
Creighton for the MVC Marquette defeated Butler.
championship.
Gary Garland and Dave
. Elsewhere,SL Bonaventure Corzine combined for38 points
and Virginia Commonwealth to lead
DePaul over
pulled upsets in the Eastern Valparaiso.
Colle_ge,..Athletic _Conference
playoffs. St. Bonaventure
subdued No. 14 Syracuse 70-69
in the Upstate New York
Division and Virginia ComBy The Associated Press
monwealth downed 17thEAST
ranked Georgetown 88-75 in
Albany St, N.Y. 94,
the Southern Division and will Hamilton 83
meet-- Saturday:4er an NCAA...
Post 86, York 72
playoff berth.
Loyola Col 93,York Col 74
In other action Wedneszh
Northeastern 102, Wagner 90
night, third-ranked Marquette
Rochester 89, Alfred 112
defeated Butler 90-79 and Nor-6
St. Thomis Aquinas 83,
DePaul trounced Valparaiso Manhattanville 70
89-62.
Suffolk 92, Tufts 83
-Kenny Dennard scored 22
SOUTH
points and Mike Gminski had
Stetson 92, Campbell 78
20 as Duke overwhelmed
Virgin a Tech 95, E Carolina
77

College Results
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By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP)- North
Carolina's inimitable Phil
Ford and Marquette's indispensable Butch Lee have
been named to The Associated
Press 1978 Division I AllAmerica basketball team.
Ford and Lee, two of the

with 2,246 career point,.
nearly 12 rebounds a game he shot 51 percent from the
from the foul line.
floor.
Similar to Ford, Lee is the
Thompson, Minnesota's during the regular season.
ultimate team playef. The career leader in scoring and
Greenwood's average of 11.7
Bird, a retiring, curlyessential
-element
of rebounding, is an artist on haired country boy from rebounds a game is the
Marquette's attack, he defense as well. The 23-year- southern Indiana, has the highest at UCLA since Bill
averaged 17 points a game and- old native of Nassau, most impressive statistics on Walton was the scourge of the
handed off 130 assists during Bahamas, was closing in on the first team, a 30-point, 12- PacifIc-8 Conference in the
the regular season. A dynamic the career 'scoring record in rebound average. The 6-9,220- early 1970s. The 6-9, 240knetrato; with a superb the Big Ten at season's end pounder also led the Indiana pounder led the Bruins to a
shooting eye, Lee made 51 and the coveted 2,00ftoint State team in steals this year pac-11 title this year with a
pI
.VIIUv[
C‘7•11 17- 2'
gu.t.us, percent of his floor
-KihipoCint/53shots this level. The 6-10 center and was second in blocked ITS-point-averai
were joined on the first team veer and converted 90 percent averaged over Zi
shots and aatists. This"ear,. percentfrom the floor.
points
and.
by Minnesota center Mychal
Thompson and forwards
Larry Bird of Indiana State
and David Greenwood of
UCLA.
Ford scored the highest
point total among the five in
the 'nationwide voting by
sports writers • and broadcasters. The Tar Heel star
collected 906 points based on 5
for the first team and 3 for
second.
Lee was the,second leading
166,
with
point-getfer
Thompson collected 686 and
Bird 608. Greenwood's 364 just
nosed out Portland State's
Freeman Williams for firstteam honors.
The high-scoring Portland
State guard" amassed 346
points and headed- a second
team that also featured Jack
Givens of Kentucky, Ron
of
Brewer
Arkansas,
Alabama's Reggie King and
--ar-'
4Nsamw DePaul's Dave Corzine.
The third team included
i7C_
FEA L
TRC 4G3
Sidney Moncieif of Atitansas;
24
•
(PA
Rod Griffin of Wake Forest;
"
"::1111ria
ANL0
51'
MON
Rick Robey of Kentucky;
MOD
OUT
Earvin Johnson of Michigan
CB
State and Mike Evans of
SQUELCH
VOLUME
RF GAIN
Kansas State.
Ford is the only 'repeater
from last year's first team.
Thompson and Lee were on
The AP's second team in 1977.
Ford, apple of the pro
scouts' eyes, is consideied to
be the best playmaker ever to
run Dean Smith's heralded
"Four-Corner Offense" at
North Carolina. He broke ttie
Tar Heels' career rerrds for scoring and assists this season
in his best year ever at Chapel
.
.
Hill.
North
leading
While
Carolina to the regular-season
championship of the AtlanticCoast Conference, Ford
Performance you can count on to ge-t through stormy
averaged nearly 21 points a
TRC-469
game and amassed 168
weather and tied -up traffic' Bright "LED"channel readout,
2111527
assists. The 6-foot-2 guard
dual conversion, swochable ANL, autCt-modulation, illumifrom Rocky Mount, N.C.,
nated S,41F meter,
finished the regular season

nacho ihaeji
Out Front in'C-Bby a Country Mile

DRIVING SECURITY IS
A REALISTIC;CB SALE
%wire)-

SAVE 5195

Marathoners Run
In St. Louis Race

Several
Murray
• MIDWEST
Marathoners participated in
Ball St 90, N Illinois 75
the annual Third Olympiad
Bowling Green 71, Kent St 67 Memorial Marathon at St.
DePaW 89, Valparaiso 62
Louis, Sunday, February ifith.
Marquette 90, Butler 79
The temperature was a
Ohio U 105, C Michigan 94
chilly twenty degrees, but the
Toledo 81, Miami, Ohio 79, day was sunny and bright, as
OT
440 men,women, and children
lined up for the start at 4
SOUTHWEST
Centenary 61, Louisiana Francis Field on the campus
of Washington University, the
Tech 58
N Texas St 64, Arkansas St site of the 1904 Olympics.
Mark Bauman, an MSU
56
graduate and first president of
'FAR WEST
the local running club,
Air Force 77, N Colorado 63 completed the hilly 26.2 mileE Montana 96, Rocky run in two hours and fifty-one
Mountain 91
minutes. He is now owner and
Hawaii-Hilo 70, Oregon Col proprietor of- Bauman's
Sports
56
of Flint, Michigan.
Regis65, Adams St 57
Another recent MSU grad,
Barry Stokes of Louisville, a
salesman
of
TOURNAMENTS
medical
prosthetics devices, finished
Atlantic Coast Conference
his second marathon in 3:15, a
First Round
10-minute improvement over
Duke 83, Clemson 72
Maryland 109, N Caro St 108, his first at Louisville last fall.
The father-son team of
3 OTs Adam Lanning (3rd and 4th)
Wake Forest 72, Virginia 61
ran the entire distance
East Coast Conference
Quarter-finals
together until the very end
when the younger Lanning
Delaware 72,Bucknell 62
La Salle 89,St. Joseph's, Pa. surged ahead to win. Ac- eording to the elder Lanning,
82
"He beat me by eight feet, or
Lafayette 76, Lehigh 65
one second." Their time was
Temple 99, American 80
3:25.
Missoud Valley
Second Round
Following the face, a very
fine awards banquet was held
Indiana St88, Bradley 81
at the Rodewar Inn, sponNew Mexico St 90, Drake 73
ECAC
sored by the St.-Liu:is Track
Upstate Division
Club, hosts of the event
70,
Bonaventure
St.
....momm•mimmr
Syracuse 69
Southern Division
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Va. Commonwealth 88,
Sobscribers who bete not
Georgetown, D.C. 75
received their beese-dolivered

•

r4.41A

District 2
Linfield 91, Lewis & Clark 75
Oregon Tech 79, George Fox
65
District 18
Indiana, Pa. 61, Point Park
57
Waynesburg 72, PittJohnstown 71 •
•
District21
BettL80,Taytur66.
TEjQate,77, Anderson 71

crwy of The Surrey ledge,
Times by 5:30 p.m. Mooderf
Friday or by 3:30 p. to. ft Sotto
mreleped to eoll 7S3-1416
between 540 p. m. NW 6 p.m
Memhouftitoy, er 3:30 p.m
old 4p. Setwdeys, te how,
delivery of the eowspopet Geo,c
meet be pieced bye p.m week
4674 w 4.tw.!WWeir
puresite? osererj.
40MMEMMaINIIIMUMIft,

BASE STATION FOR
HOMEbyOR
OFFICE
Realistic

SAVE $40

TRC-440
21-1540

Keep in touch with family and friends an the roadl
Lighted S/RF meter and channel selector, full-time
ANL. Buy now. save now!

• Reg. 13995

SAVE 18% TO 40% ON THE ACCESSORIES YOU NEED!
SAVE! PREAMPLIFIED
PUSH-TO-TALK MIKE
by Realistic

BODY MOUNTING
WHIP ANTENNA .
by Archer?

OMNIDIRECTIONAL
BASE ANTENNA
by Archer

DUAL MOBILE
CB ANTENNA
' by Archer

5
249
21-1171

21-1094

21-1133

21-942

Reg. 19"

Reg. 16"

Reg 34"

Reg. 34"

SAVE
28%

SAVE 18%
For mobile or base CB Re
quires 7V batt
23 601.
53 19

Mounts on flat surfaceS*'
car RV. truck Stain1e5i
steel 108' overall

'Increases range and per
formancet r, wave. 4 dB
yam A top buy,

Mounts on We9f Coast'
style mirrors for
• signal patteral

stronger

RADIO SHA( 41 OWNS AND OPERATES 21 ELECTRONICS FACTORIES INS COUNTRIES,

Olympic Plaza
12th Street

Mon.-Fri. 10-7
Sat. 10-6
Closed Sen.

A DIVISION Of TANDY CORPOHATiUN

Most 'terns
also ava4able at
Redo Shack
,Deqters

Look for this
sign I n your
neighborhood

Radio
lhaek
DEALER

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDiViDOAL STORE`-
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Bookbinding
Workshop
Scheduled
the
1.7
the
1111
he
be
40a
a

Free Delivery

bookbinding
• A
hand
workshop conducted by two
professional Chicago bookbinders — Joan Flasch and
Gary Frost — is scheduled at
Murray State University April
1-2.
Co-sponsored by the Kentucky Arts Commission and
the National Endowment for
the Arts, along with Murray
Stale, the workshop will BIelude a introduction to
materials, tools, equipment,
and basic steps of hand bookbinding. It will be .comby variety of
plemented
SERVES AS PAGE—Dang Mansfield is pictured with Lt. Governor Thelma Stovall and
demonstration materials.
Senator Richard Weisenberger-Mayfield, Mile serving-in the Senate of the Kentucky
the
for
Enrollment
General Assembly as a Page. Dana is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.Paul Mansfield
and is
a junior at Murray High School
workshop from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. each day in Room 41101
the Price'Doyle Fine Arts
Center will be limited to 30. A
fee of $8 will cover the coat of
all materials.
Affiine wishing to enroll
should call Melody Weiler -a
(502) 762-3784 or 762-4418 at
Murray State University as
Dr. Donald Hughes has been School of Medicine. He served
early as possible to insure
graduate
and
is
a
Louisville
of
named Chief of the Murray- his internship at Charity
getting into the workshop. She
Calloway County Hospital Hospital in New Orleans. of the Uni,iersity of Louisville said
the sessions present an
Medical Staff for 1978, ac- Following his service in the School of Medicine. Re unusual opportunity to artists,
intenishW
at
completed
his
cording to Stuart Poston, United States Air Force as a
teachers, and Students in•
hospital adminstrator. Dr. _ flight surgeon; Dr.' Hughes,
!ere
. sted in -Wind binding.
joined the MCCH staff in July
Ms. Flasch 'and Frost are
1962. Dr. Hughes is married to
the co-founders and operators
the former Janne Valentine of
of hand bindery in Chicago.
Ms. Flasch is an instructor
of hand bookbinding and chief
of auxiliary emterprises at the
Art Insiutute. of ChTtago
where she earned a B.F. A.
degree:She has lectured and
bookbinding
conducted
several
workshops
at
universities in the „Midwest.

Doctors Named To Medical
Staff Positions At Hospital

Frost, also an instructor of
band bookbinding at the Art
Institute of. Chicago and a
lecturer, is supervisor of the
conservation laboratory of the
Dr.David Barrett
Newberry Library of Chicago.
—Secretary-Treasurer
the U. S. Naval Hospital in He earned the M. F. A. degree
Pensacola, Fla., and his at the Art Institute of Chicago.
Dr.Donald Hughes
residency
at the Cleveland His work has been exhibited in
-ado'°IMO!
Foundation
Clinic
in . Chicago, New York, and San
Hughes assumed his duties
Cleveland, Ohio. Dr. Barrett, Francisco, and he has written
Dr. William Wilson
.
from Dr. C. C. Lowry,the 1977
a hoard certified pathologist, articles for publication on
_ _..vice Chief Of Staff
Ckef-of-Staff.
joined the MCCII Medical hand binding and contervation binding: ,Other officers of the 1978 • Puryear, Tn.,and they have a Staff in 1170
Medical staff are Dr. WilliaiM four-year-old daughter,
Wilson, vice cheif-of-staff and Heather.
--- president-elect, and Dr. David
Dr. Wilson is a board cerBarrett, secretary-treasurer. tified radiologist and joined
Dr. Hughes, a general the hospital's medical staff in
practitioner, is a native of July 1976. He received his B.S.
Murray. tie is a graduate of degree from Murray State
Murray State University and University and graduated
Justice Secretary John L. arrests for motor vehicle theft
the University of Louisville from the University of
Smith has announced that last year, the secretary said.
Louisville School of Medicine 1,969 stolen vehicles were The most arrests,
154, were
His resedency was completed recovered by the Kentucky reported from
the London
FAN FARE IS
at the University of Louisville State Police during 1977. The post. The only
other post with
in 19:76 after he served his most
COMING TO:
were over 100 motor vehinle theft
recoveries
Grass's interShip at Louisville General reported from the Harlan arrest last year was the Dry
HospitaL
post, with 270, and the London Ridge post, wilt 114, he said.
Dr. Barrett received his B. post, with 265, Smith said.
"Motor vehicle theft is a
A. degree from the University
State Police reported 1,146 difficult crime to detect,"
Smith* said. "We are very
pleased wtih the high number
••••• of recoveries reported last
ip ••••• •••••••••
'year, and with the high
•
number of arrests. This area
of crime has been an area that
we have recently put an in'21r
creased emphasis on with
implementation
of the
Screaming Eagles program.
"Under this program, officers are competing with
This Week Win
each other for the highest
number of recoveries and
arrests for motor vehicle
theft. We have seen that this
program works, with the high
number of recoveries and
arrest reported _ last year.
Each year we increase our
effectiveness in the this area.
(jiffy Pot Never Less Than $100.00)
Smith said State Police
Have you had your
officers have seen evidence
that, because of increased
card punched
emphasis In thif 'area, Kenthis week??
tucky is lessening its role as a
depot for stolen vehicles. In
the past, this has been a major
ptoblem in the Commonwealth. But because we
have beefed up our enS. 12th Street
forcement of motor vehicle
thefts, we have seen that not
Murray
as many vehicles stolen in
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
other states are being brought
to Kentucky," Smith said.
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Below is a partial list of some of our fantastic values,on fine quality home
furnishings. Some one of a kind or shop worn,some discontinued.

ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE
'

8 PC DINING ROOM

....

-

4 PC THOMASVILLE

-

Bamboo Design
.
NaturalFinish ------China Rectangular
Table-6 Chairs

Bedroom Canary
Yellow Cane Carved
Dresser and Mirror Chest
Headboard and Nite Stand

a

Reg.$2350"

Reg.;1344"

Now $99995

Now $79995
2-MARIMONT

JASPER SECRETARY

Lounge Chairs
Yellow White
,And Tomato Stripe

Desk Light Green
With Gold Striping
Reg.$399"

Reg. $299" Each

. $14995

Now
A

-

*
KROEHLER CONTEMPORARY

$9995 .

STANLEY 7 PC STACK

Bedroom Group oak
Dresser Mirror Desk
With Bookcase Top
Bachelor chest with
Top Chair

Sofa Attached Back
Rust,Beige
And Brown Stripe
Reg.$499.3

Reg. $1119"
Now $19995
4559
95

•

4 PC BRANDT TABLE

Almost 2,000 Stolen
Cars Recovered By KSP

Group Bamboo Design
Lamp 2-Encis Cocktail
Reg.$ow
Now

MARIMONT SOFA

Loose Pillow Back
Beige Flame Stitch
Nylon Cover

-,

Reg. $699"

$29995

Now $29995

2 PC KROEHLER

-

..

Early American Sofa
And Chair
Burnt Orange
Herculon Color

JASPER WHITE

With Blue Trim
Curio Cabinet
With Light i
Reg. $499"

Reg. $799
"

•
•

n Our Cash Pot

Open Friday Nits:

Now

DOLLAR

$39995

Now $24995
5 PC FRENCH TABLE

3 PC SOLID CHERRY

Group Cherry,1 Octagonal
1-Square Door,1-Nest,
2 Bunching Table
Slightly Scratched

Bedroom Spindle
Bed Dresser
And Mirror Chest

2,100.00

,

Reg. $999"

Reg. 699"
$69995

EMS0 OEM

sNow

i

$29995

SILVERCRAF
'
T SOFA

8 PC HONEY PINE

Crewel Design
Cover Beige Green
and Brown

Dining Room
Round Table Hutch
6-Chairs
•

Now

Reg. $1350"

-

Reg. 799"

34995

Now $79995

)

Al1

3 PC EARLY AMERICAN
FAIRFIELD CHAIR

And Ottoman Green
Antique Vinyl

'

Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.

-

Herculon Brown Tweed
Cover Sofa
Loveseat Chair

Reg. 299"

Reg. $899"

Now $14995

Now $44995

INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12TII.ST., BENTON

Now Has A LocalNumber
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA

BERNHALDT OAK

4 PC BEDROOM OAK

The Number To Call

Drawer Bookcase
With Desk Unit
Light Oak Finish

Door Dresser with MirrorDoor Chest Headboard
Nite-Stand

•

Reg. $399" .

,
753
1
8434

ar -

-

Reg. $1019"

$5999,5-- --- ,
. . ,440 „• __-.*
- ----.
No..w

Now $14995
.--.--..

--

=a•rrl

rraaaaerrafraar.r--

-r

•
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Ell Ford Named
Tater Marshal
Stori & Photo by
JohnnieFa ye-Davis'
BENTON—Ell Ford of 14th
-Street in Benton will be Grand
Marshal for the 135th later
Day parade April 3.
Ford, who will be 85 March
9, has been attending Tater
-Days-for a-number of years.
He said he started going to
mter pay as a child and never
remembers missing .one. '
The son -of Henry and 011ie
Ford, he was a member of a
se. family of eight children_ He
'

ELL FORD
was. hop, and reared& about
four miles north of Benton
where he lived until 1911. At 17
he married Ruth Durard.
Fifty one years ago he
married his present wife,
Alice.
Ford says he remembers
-Tater.Day as a totally different experience when he
first started attending. At that
time, all around the court
square was a chain to which
*,horses.' could be hitched.
!,-Wagon loads of -seed sweet
' potatoes were parked around
the square to be sold. Although
he never, sold potatoes, Ford
, has brought many potatoes on
Tater Day. Accortling to him,
'That- Is the one thing missing
• from 'Tater Day in present
time. Also, he reniembers the.
gravel streets, as- being so full
of manure it was difficult to
I walk.
He said when-he was young,
if he had as much as a quarter
to spend on Tater Day tie- was
really into the big money. A
,nickle or so was always saved
.though. By the end of the day
•some of the lemonade stands
would sell you all the

FANFARE IS

races

COMING
TO:

MO
OM Soon!
•It

"We can find ways
the tax laws can
save you money."

Henry W Block

We are income tax special.
eta. We ask the right questions. We dig for every
honest deduction and
credit. We want to leave
no stone dilturned to make
sure you pay the smallest legitimate tax. That's
Reason No. I why we
should do your taxes.

HIM BLOCK
THE INCO E TAX PEOPLE

903 Arcadia St.
753-9204
OFFICE HOURS
9am to 6 pm Weekdays
,9am to 5 pen Sat.

lemonade you could drink for
Itlekte or &Tie: tie said.
Instead of the many toys,
hats and balloons now seen
around the square for sale, the
earlier Tater Days had booths
selling colored lemonade,
hotdogs and hamburgers.
Horsehair and dust never
seemed to bother \anyones
appetite, Ford said., Since
Fe.d--a.ar the rally- ofie -of his
family living in town, Tater
Day meant feeding the kinfolks. The noon meal was a
time when felatives gathered
together to enjoy the Fords'
hospitality.
For most of his life Ell Ford
was a farmer. He also worked
for the city for a few years and
for Filbeck and Cann Funeral
Home from the early 40's until
his retirement. He and his
wife have also operated a
cleaning service.
Itifer-TOrd- says•
native of Calloway County,
she did not start attending
Tater Days until she was
married. She said for a long
time she was fearful of the
train ride Lo Benton,
,When the grandchildren
asked her if she would go see
Ford ride in the parade she
told them she wasn't sure, she
sees him everyday.
Ford has a largely
populated family. He has two
children from his previous
marriage and three from his
present marriage. There are
17 grandchildren and 19 greatgrandchildren, one greatgreat- grandchild and more on
the way. •
When asked how he felt
about being given the-honor of
Grand Marshal, he bashfully
replied that it didn't make a
lot of difference. Re was going
to enjoy Tater Day anyway.
Mrs. Ford and the family are
all very proud, h`e said.

410

C>111171
irci•cocit Metaricsiet;

PADUCAH—A Marshall
County man- is expected to
work 80 - hours in wildlife
management in the near
future in connection with his
conviction in U. S. Federal
District Court here on charges
of killing- a bald eagle last
November.
The man, 18-year-old
Ronnie Dale Nanney, Route 1,
Hardin, also faces a $2,500 fine
and was placed on three year
probation for the offense.
According to public reports,
Nanney pleaded guilty to the
charge before Judge 'Edward
Johnstone Monday. The judge
sentenced Nanney under the
federal Youth Corrections
Act.
Under provisions of the
Eagle Protection Act. Nanney
could have been fined al much
as $5,000 and-sentenced to as
much as a year in prison or
both.
The eagle carcass was found
Nov. 19-in Marshall County off
KY 80 in the Jonathan Creek
area. According to reports,
investigators on the case
received some information
from area residents, and
linked the defendant with the
eagle by a spent rifle cartridge and two eagle tail
feathers. The Featers were
recovered in the subsequent
investigation, according to
reports.
The 80 hours work with the
wildlife management agency
for Nanney will be under
supervision
of
federal
probation officers.

•

MIRACLE
WHIP

99'

IS YOUR SHOPPING DAY REBATE
HEADQUARTERS Mail in one cash register tape with the
prices of the participating Brands circled
and the net weight or fluid ounce statements from these fine brands totaling at
least 36 points along with the required
certificate found on display in our stores.
REBATE ,,fruinsccoan0Hilin4e8soa.
12 points
Cake
or Moist & Easy
4 points
Jif 18 or.
6-poifits
Duncan Hines Brownie Mix
Family Size8 points
Pringle's Twin Pack
6 points

Stokely

CATSUP

14 o;

Eagle Brand Condensed

MILK

59 10ON YOUR
39C SHOPPING BILL:
6

POTATO
CHIPS

•ID io

•
•
••

Lemonade
$1119

•

30 oz

Crystals

0
.1
:
:
.
0
$12.50
e
Add.

Purchaso

•• •2 790:

. gy2059

•

Drink

5

CAKE • mix
mix
•
•

18 or.

•

Swanson

wekt,
GRAPE
JELLY

CHUNKY

Libby Sliced

CORN

59'

•
•

•
••

$1 79

•
•

•
•
•

•••.-

••

Large 32 oz

FRUIT

89
59c

Hormel All Beef 15 oz

29 oz

HOT
TAMALES

$1 59

JAM

39'

'
C TAIL

Smucker's Strawberry

PINK

MILK •

Hyde Pork 17 oz

PEACHES

1 2 9z
Hyde Pork- 15 /

•

. *
•

Nole Park

••

Limit 3
11
•
•
•00°
.
••••
Bonus Special
Both with $25.00 Order

•

29 oz

•••

4
,5

Limt 2 Doz.

Green Giant
Cream Style 17 oz

5 oz

*

TOba:rel

•

•
a•
•••••.—

CHICKEN

New
Hi-C

Excluding

• TUNA ••••
C

Duncan
Hines

•

•

•

••

••

••••••
•
60 •
•
•••
Kist
Star
•

CHILI

•
•
•

Hyde Park
Grade A
Large

19'
49'

901,

Verona
with Beans - 15 V2 oz.

14 or.

Minute Maid

•

Pringtes

'Sorry, no rebate on Alcoholic Beverages, PObt.try Products, Tobacco, Milk or Dairy Products.
Limit one rebate (maximum legate S3.50) per narfkkor address. Mail In by March 26; 1975.
Ste our. chsplay tor complete details and required ciarleicate.

C

23 oz

MIX

*MAXIMUM REBATE $3.50

New

•

BROWNIE

%CASH

46 oz.

$1 29

Duncan Hines

SEND FOR A

TOMATO
JUICE

48 or

OIL

Stokely

32 oz

57'

$159
Produce Buy Of The Week

SALMON

No 1 Idaho

Bakers

CHOCO.
CHIPS

12 oz

Florida

POTATOES
125

89'

10 lb

A-)

STEAK
SAUCE

5 oz

Nabisico Premium
CRACKERS 1lb box

GREEN
CABBAGE

Florida

59'
49'

15'

Snow White

PINK
51b Bag

lb

99'

5 Lb. Bag

Washington

MUSHROOMS

89

ORANGES

79c

GOLDEN
DELICIOUS

APPLES

2nc
lb a7

Meat Makes The Meal There's No Finer Meat Than Owen's Best
Fields
All Meat

DELI SPECIALS

U S Choice

WIENERS

79c ,

Ky. Lake Music Barn
Now Concord, Ky. 42076

Open laity La to 7:00
Closed Sunday

WE GLADLY ACCEPT FOOD STAMPS

Kraft 32 oz

•

Marshall County
Man Fined-For
Eagle_ Slaying

We NMI The NO To Limit Osadities

Sp;icairals2tod

1407 W. MAIN. PHONE 753-4681

1 lb

$4 19 ECTTLISH

U S Choice

-CHUCK.
STEAK

lb

I

ROAST

$4 19

I

lb

Owens Famous
Pit Baked

HAM

or whole

lb

1978 Schedule
Special Attraction —

Friday, March 31,8:00p.m.

The Fantastic

Ralph Sloan & The Tenn. Travelers
From the Grand Ole Opry.

Schedule as follows:
Square Dance
featuring
Col. Bob Atkins & His
Roundsquares
Fri., March 31,8:00 p. m. Square Dance Featuring
Ralph Sloan &
Tenn. Travelers
Sat., April 1, 8:00 p. m. — let Sig All
Profeisional Country Music Show of Seasoi with
Channel 6 T.V. Station on hand shooting the show,
Sat., March 11,8:00 p.m.
Sat. March 18, 8:00 p. m.
Sat., March 25,8:00 p m.

Dance every Friday,lig0 p m Big two hour
April through November
:Saturday,
all professional Cotry
tss4c Show every
twi
boigi
r
minsimilkjo
imm

4

Leon
U. S. Choice

Ground

CHUCK
$109

ROUND

$1 19

BONE
lb
ROAST

Purnell Pride
Grade A
While

59, P,1,3EBBE!

Delii AST

FRYERSib

lb

Pure
Ground

BEEF
3/b -4/b 'lb
p kg

Lean

00c PORK
07 STEAK
rfr

PORK
• CUTLET
$ 19
411

PORK
BEEF

lb

$359
lb

Pit BBQ

lb

American

CHEESE

'298

lb
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LOU LOOK I DIDN'T 6ET
TERRIBLE TO SLEEP
5IR...
UNTIL MIDNIGHT
MARCIE ...

SPEAKING FOR MI' MEW,
MAAM,I DON'T THINK
SHE HEARD THE QUESTION

AND qOU KNOW WHY ?
BECAUSE T 14.145 50
WORRIED ABOUT FALLING
EEP IN CLASS TWAY,.

NO, I'M LEANING
OVER A. NOT RADIATplit

111N11
veat,
lg iir
4•4 ed. EF4.5%/5
,
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60VHERE ouer /N
TfAi-E.-EXCEPT FOR y01.1 WE'D BOTH BE UNDER
THOSE A6HE9.•

'YOU

OUT OF THE BUSH...
WANTED GUNS
TIED US UP„.
SET THE FIRE.

Tony Randall To Perform At
PCC's Lillian Lowry Series
-the rank of private to that of tuna, auil nit look as though Arts Series with the financial
Pi-due-tin C-o-m-m-u-n
Yuuhaveto feel iaafg
First Lieutenant.
of The -Kentucky
College's Lillian Lowry
Returning to New york, funnyinside." It's interestbui Ads .. Commission, The
".FOCtla" Performing Arts Randall became active in to note that although comedy National Endowment for the
Series will present Tony radio, playing Reggie on "I has come to be known as Mr. Arts and the PJC Board of
Randall: star of "The Odd Love A Mystery" and acting Randall's forte, it is still his Trustees.
Couple" and "The Tony in hundreds of soap operas. He dream to go back to the
Randal Show" Sunday, March• also appeared in a variety di classics. "No one is really
5, at 3 p.m. in the Paducah Broadway shows, including mere suited to certain roles in
High School "The Barretts of Wimpole -Chekhov or Shaw or
Tilghman
auditorium.
Street" and "Anthony and Shakesp_eye," he says
-13orn in Tulsa, Oklahoma, Cleopatra" with Katherine wistfully.
Nor- C rnell
Randall attended
Single admission tickets are
and
"Caesar
wes em S niversi y
ava
e at per person,
Cleopatra" and "0 Men, 0
• Columbia University, and at Women." Television and information may be obFUJI, FUSN
19, enrolled to study drama at discovered him and he was tauned by phoning 442-6131
DARIUS, FRAMES
Playhouse
Neighborhood
the
shot to national prominence as extension 13.
under the guidance of famed Harvey Weskit on "Mr.
Arta-oft Studios
Paducah Community
is m1,7134833
acting coach Sanford Meisner. Peepers."
College presents the Lillian
tree Peddles At Rai Sew
He began his career with
"Mr.Peepers" left the air in Lowry "Focus" Performing
Jane Cowl in "Candida" and 1955, but Randall had become
played in "The Corn is Green"' - a Broadway star by then in
Crossword Puzzler
with,Ethel Barryinore, but he "Inheritthe Wind," with Piul
UUMW UWMU WW0
, 1 Sprint
ACROSS
his
in
was interrupted
Muni. He moved on to films,
MAMA WMUU HWL
Genus of
2
theatrical pursuits by the war. appearing in, among others, a
olives
OU
MUM MUD
From 1942 to 1946 he served in trilogy of Rock Hudson-Doris 1 Plaything
3 Spare
OM LAMM AMU
for
Posed
5
Bigger
4
the Signal qtrwir rising from Day comedies. He achieved
Ficirtilut _ •-'- 5-Window - -, OUUM UUMW ULM
UMWOW MILK. uU
,further national recognition 8 Guinn
coverings
UUMUUU MUUWWW
6 Ventilate
The Iguacu Falls on the Bra-'through his frequent ap- 12 Appellation
Athena
MU @UMW UMUU
7 Abounded
zilian-Argentine border were pearances on the "Tonight 13 of
Hasten
IMO 0=0 UM@
discovered in 1541 by the Span- Show," and , of course, as the
[EUtIOUUM Mg
ish explorer Alvar Nunez Ca- pillow-plumping, lint picking
WUU UMMI1 UU
beza de Vaca during his 1,000- Felix Ungar in televisions's 15 Scorch
shelter
UM MUM =WU
16 Exist
1.0 float in an
.mile expedition up .the Rio de
OA IMMO UMW
"The Odd Couple."
17 Shakespearian 11 Possessive
la Plata.
Opera fans know Randall . king
30 Golf
pronoun
.
Suspended
mound
19 Goal ,from his many appearances 18
20 Measuring
34 Jewish
21 Silkworm
on Texaco's opera. Quiz,
quarter 04
-24 ATIrcte,of,
part
popular
very
22
Compass
regualr and
city
furniture
point
part of
35 Confederate
afternoon
Saturday
25 Period of
of
Before
23
plant
general
time
the 24 Whiskers
from
broadcasts
46 River in
36 Make
Girl's
26
metropolitan Opera.
27 Lead
Africa
beloved
name
47 Journey
37 Feast
As a talk show fan across 31 Sea eagle
28 Greek
32 Pedal digit
48 Chair
38 Paddle
letter
the United States know, 33
Ha
_.
Temporary 39 Barlers ... _51 Fatsehipoils
. -29 T
lo sely- ;
Randall- is a man of many
42 Husband
bed
Slam
37
opinions. He says, "There's
it 4 II
4
3
1
7
Chicken
only 'one thing worse than a 40
41 Organ of
17
man who doesn't have strong
hearing
17
likes and dislikes, and that's a 42 Concurred
-II
man who hus strong likes and 45 Concedes
49 Sound a
111111111111i111
/4 21
INIS
dislikes without the courage
-horn73 1111
III
22
-Ady-ert.sers
voice them." His likes include . 50 Guido's
ore
high note
ctseck.ihe
requested.to
'collecting paintings, antiques
111111
28 ill 30
Extremely
first insertion of odi for
and records—classiical and 52 terrible
This
correction
opera. Says Randall, "I love 53 Booty
11
3' IIII
.newspoper will be
37 38 30
Mg 35 36
33
classical music with the same 54 Be illonly
responsible for
passion with which I despise 55 Lambs
one incorrect /nsertion
40
pen name
rock
roil— Among his 56 Preposition
ANY ERROR'SHOU.I.D St
46 47 41
• 65 111
47 43
REPORTED IMMEDIATE
dislikes— cigarettes, which he 57 Female
CHECK
PLEASE
'
52
ruff
•
SY SO
SO 51
40 IIII ,
gave up in 1546 on the advice
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
. 58Flan
teacher,
singin4
of
his
PROM
AND NOTIFY US
His attitudes about coinedy:
"Ill .
PT L Y IN CASE OF AN
Se
"Comedy's a serious business.
il
IN
ERROR
• You've got to be true and

a

IA oll

ANA gin

•

aim mins

itwAr0004w4e•Poipkw
yeemosodwAoirefoo"emieikimeirr"....oi-ma- rtor4Pw.opiwwide&
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erving a most distinctive Bill of Fare...

11

A SANDWICH SELECTIO JOHN
III
A SIMPLY SMASHING BREAKFAST MENU --MIIM-CHOICE CHARHANCOCK WOULD HAVE BEEN PROUD TO SIGN HIS NAME TO. _ -I
BROILED STEAKS AND DINNERS FIT FOR A KING.-_AN ARRAY OF VERY UNIQUE
SALADS AND APPETIZERS --,..---DELICIOUS DESSERTS...INCLUDING OUR FAMOUS
MOStOF YOUR
HOMEMADE PIES --II .-- tfl-i-TARIETIES OF FINE IMPORTED TEAS--1111
FAVORITES FROM THE OLD PERKIN'S MENU. IIM....,AND LOTS OF OTHER GOOD
THINGS ,YOU'LL GO.OVERBOARD FOR!
—Same Local Ownerillip & Management

Same Friend IN Staff—
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Formerly Perkin's Pancake House)

a

US641 North
"We-Want To Be Your Cup of Tea"
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40Me
2 Notice

Notice
•11511114, -FACTS INC. God is master of pcirfection not confusion! When
you read God's inspired
woird, it means exactly
what it says, and does
not need interpretation.
II Corinthians 4:3 states,
''But if our gospel is hid,
it is hici,to them that are
lost." For individual
Bible Study or ritudy by
phone call 753-0984.

1

Muir 3C

Happv
Birthda V

Granddaddy
We love you.
Rick 8 James
AND
JOE BAILEY
LINDA DILL'S Flea
Market is now. . . "The
Country Image." Gifts,
- souvenirs, fireworks,
Mexicanimports,
handmade items, sheet
fiberglass in colors,
fiberglass underpinning
and fiberglass roofing.
- Big
RE-OPENING
MARCH 1ST. At The
Country Image, 3 miles
West of Dover, Tenn. On
Highway 79 at the 'Big

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As follows
News, Society and
Sports . 753-1.918
• Retail Display advertising 753-1919
C/aS.sitiod Display.
Ctasstfred - Circulation and the Business
be
may
Office
reached on .753-106 ond 753-1917

6. Help Wanted
6 Help Wanted
COLOR PORTRAITS,
_
,PERSON for
bring us yours for extra -WANTWANTED BABYSTITER
general office work,
copies. Made from any
5 days a week. Call 753must
have
good
size into any size.
5346.
background in acWallets low as 24 cents,8.
counting. Call Linda
10 52.40. Fast service.
NOW ACCEPTING apWaugh, Paschall Truck
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
plications for part time
Lines Inc. 753-1717
753-0035. Free parking
between 1:30 and 3 p. m. • work. 2-10 Friday,
lot, use our rear enSaturday and Sunday.
An Equal Opportunity
trance.
Position of desk clerk.
Employer.........
Apply in person Regal 8
FOR
WATKINS
in sales
INi
'PPORTUNlTY
urturts.
Cantact
management with
Holman Jones,217 South a and
real future for ambitious
13th phone 753-3128.
people. Could be part
HELP WANTED
time. Call 759-1370.
BURGER QUEEN needs
Happy
full and part time employees, male and
AUTO
female to work day
DETAIL
and night shifts. Must
.be 18 years old or
AND
older. No phone calls.
CLEAN-UP
Apply in person only.
Robyn
MANAGER
Do not apply between
Applications and inhours of 11 a. m.-2 p.m.
terviews, will be
Mom & Dad
given at the Holiday
Inn between 4 and 6
p. m. on March 7 for
FACTORY
BELTONE
a detail and clean-up
Wallis
batteries.
fresh
shop manager for a
Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Huntington, Indiana
Call 753-1272.
Ford Dealer. Must be
able to train people.
YOUR NEED is our
Excellent salary. -No
, concern. NEEDLINE,
Phone calls,please_
753-6333.
LARGE
INTERNATIONAL
Personal interviews
AGRICULTURE
COMPANY
only. Apply to Jay
DOING BUSINESS IN TNE US IS
- CRAFTS
Fowler at motel
IN NEED OF SOME TOP
desk.
American Handicrafts and

16th

Nsecli•artS
Merrrbee
available
nossi
dealerships
your !area. Both
within
companies nationally known
as reatflars .rr the-watt tasid
and part of TandycraftS. Inc.
investment from $3,500 per.
dealership. National
advertising program. Write
Dealer Division, Box 791,
Fort Worth, Tx. 76101, or
call
C. Hudson (817)
336-3030.

5 Lost And Found
LOST ORANGE SHORT
haired cat. Male. 600
Meadow Lane vicinity.
Lost since February 23.
Call 753-3018.
FOUND BLACK AND
WHITE Setter bird dog
in Coldwater. Call 4892§35.

TEACHER NEEDS
babysitter in my home
for one year old girl.
Call after 4 p. m: 753-,
4820.
WANTED
BILLING
Clerk to work split shift
6-10 a. m. and 4-8 p. m.
k Monday-Friday. Must
be a good typist. Call
Linda Waugh Paschall
Truck Lines Inc. 7531717 between 1:30-3 p. m.
An Equal Opportunity
Employer.

WANTED mrooLE Age
Lady to eome stay with
LOST ORANGE and. two all the ,time. Will
white Pointer female
pay well. Call 753-5757.
bird dog. Independence
FREE 94..
Church vicinity. Reward WHOLESALE ELECif found. Call 753-7787.
TRIC SUPPLY CO., 206
CANIPE,k
E. Main, will take apSHOW
,)LOST BLUE AND gold
plications for full time
All
types
of
nurses pin. Reward. Call
employment. Good
Recreational Vehicles.
753-1575.
working
conditions.
Held at the Paducah
Fringe benefits, paid
.
Help
Wanted
Mall.
vacations. You may
EXPER ENCED
February 27
pickup an application
waitress. Apply in
tiro March S
Monday., March 6 or
person Trenholms,
Tuesday March 7, only
Chestnut.
between 8 a. ra - 4 p m
No phone calls please.

HELP
WANTED

v_

Laird Brick Co.,
Puryear Tennessee
has openings for
responsible
help.
Must be willing to
work evening shift.
Apply in person at office from 8:00 AM to
5:00PM.

NOTICE
All dogs must be vacciwated, licensed and
tagged in city limits. All owners responsible for dogs will be charged. Please
keep your pets tied or in pen.
Thank You,
Your Dog Warden

WANT SOMEONE once a
week to do light
housekeeping. Call 4364314 after 4 p.
•

HELP WANTED
BURGER QUEEN is
looking for someone to
train as a swing shift
manager. Work will
alternate between day
and night shifts. Must
be 18- years old or
older. Prefer someone
with past fast food experience. No phone
calls. Apply in person
only. Do not apply between hours of 11 a. m.2 p. m.

CALMER MEN. WE NOW HAVE
OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE
FOLLOWING
POSITIONS:
Distinct MAILWERS • RILL
nom,'REPRESENTATIVES •
BORATIVES
FULL TIME,
• PART TIME. THE
PREREQUISITES ARE
WE PREFER YOU HAVE BE
YOU SEND A RESUME: 1.
AGRICULTURE ORIENTED. 2SELF-MOTIVATOR, 3. A111mom, 4. ItONESTY. IF YOU
DECIDE YOU NAVE THESE
ASSETS, AND ARE READY TO
EARN TIli TOP DOLLAR AND
GET AHEAD 11/TRI A RAPIDLY
DEVELOPING COMPANY,SEND
YOUR ROM TO 22/1.

PERSON
Are you

earnings

ofMoo PART TIME
1,200 FULL TIME
Can you service 25 compan
iitablished accounts? In
vestment required for inventory $4,992 to 19,600. Call
collect Person to Person:
MR. HENRY
104-244-6433
Of write
FAUX PAS INC.
SUITE 1706
1301 SOUTH FIRST STREET
JACKSONVILLE BEACH, R.A.
3229)

12 Insurance
ATTENTION FARMERS
- All eligible landowners and farmers
can now get group insurance
(Excess
Major Medical) - at
low group rates. For a
free brochure call
Bennet1 and Associates,
203 South 5th Street,
Murray, 753-7273 or 759-

BURGLARY
AND
ROBBERY
INSURANCE
Now available to
most businesses at
reasonable rates.

Joe Sledd
Insurance

Public Notice

Who financed
our new pick-up?

SOS MGM Street
753-5142

Poplar Springs announces the completion of its
new Educational Building, therefore the old
Poplar Springs Church Building is,for sale. Invitation to bid may be mailed to Darihy Phillips,
Route 6, Box 350, Murray,Kentucky 42071, Phone
753-5033. Property will be opened for inspection
upon request and will be opened on Saturday,
March 4th, 1978. At that time bids will be accepted until 11:00 a.m. For further information
call 753-4698 or 753-4001.

1917A

Weenie
- CI AVM Perry 25 yrs.
• IOU S PIM"(um)
• Ian 1960-1)Small
Dee Panay
1 S Mint Palmy • IS yrs.
PIN Fres tire $
Pie. Oar Free eft
Pies Our Free Onmaare
Sand $3.95 Gni .25 Postage
to:
JIM DAMN°& CO.
5,Pie ilk Vlevremii
Srases.pa ISIS

14. Want To Buy
OLD METAL Antique
signs. Call 753-0693.
REGULAR size baby bed
and small chest, prefer
maple. Call 489-2678.
15 Articles For Sale
FIREWOOD FOR SALE,
$16.50 and up. Call .4374228.
FLUFFY SOFT and
bright are carpets
cleaned with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer Western
Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop."
BOYS /2" bicycle - with
training wheels in extra
good shape,$16.00. Want
to buy boys 16" bicycle
in good shape. Call 489,2510.
11d chair, $100.
CO
chairs, $50.
Dinette
Bed 'arcdl1.st of
drawers, $100.
her
items of houseware.
759-1225 between 4 and 6

COPPERTONE
KELVINATOR side by
side refrigerator.,`Runs
good.$125 or offer: Older
electric stove, works
good. $45 or offer. Five
piece kitchen set, $30._
1970 650 BSA chopped,
make offer. Demco
Super Satellite base
station, $275 or offer.
Call 436-2238.
TWO WOOD COOK
STOVES, one Home
Comfort, one Majestic.
Both nice. Call 753-6083.
MEAT, frozen, produce
and candy refrigerated
Cases with compressors.
Cooler doors, meat saw,
greeting card displays,
miscellaneous store,
and office equipment.
Excellent condition. Still
operating. W. G. Lees,
1014 Ste. Genevieve,
Farmington, MO 63640.

PUBLIC NOTICE

LOSE NO TIME

The Mayor and Common Council of the City
of Murray, Kentucky, will hold a Public Hearing
on March 9, 1978 at 7:30 p.m. in the City Hall on a
Drainage Improvement Proposal in the vicinity
of the Old Murray City Park. This area is
generallyslescribed as follows:
Including all drainage youth of the Northside
Shopping Center betwo-e the 8th and llth hundred blocks, continuing South and parallel with
this general area to Sharpe St. This area includes
all the land in the Old Murray City Park and
several lots to the East and West of'the park
property owned by citizens of Murray.
•
For further information, call the City Hall between 8:00 a
- .m. and 5:00 p.m. at 753-1221 or 7531225.
•

In seeing this one! Here's a dandy "buy" in a
modern 3 bdrm. home and 2 acres of land - 4
miles north just off the Penny Rd. Spotlessly
clean and weft arranged...Excellent garden area.
Priced at only $=,500. Call now if not sooner.

BOYD-MAJORS
753-8080

REAL ESTATE

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES WITH THE FRIENDIYJOUCH-

Mirka Moody 753-9036
Wan-ea Shropshire 753-8277
1.114
753-2387

Barbara Erwin 753-4136
HOMO,Millar 753-7519
753.4116
Rodbell

16 Home Furnishings
36" wHrrE TAPPAN gas
range. Good condition.
" Call 753-5503 after, 5 p.
m.
LIVING ROOM suite,
chest of drawers and
vanity. Call 753-4031.
18. Sewing
HOUSE OF Thousands in
Fox Meadows on South
16th St. Now In Stock.
Columbia
MinervE
Orlon acrylic yarns in 4
ply worsted weight,
sports weight, also baby
and fingering weight.
Many pattern books and
leaflets. Over 30 designs
in painted latch hook
canvas. Complete color
line of pre-cut or skein
rug yarn. All types
embroidery
and
needlepoint. Complete
line of accessories for all
Needlearts. 15 per cent
Serfior Citizen discount.
Also professional
onogranuning done by
Ei hone 753-3855.

1111=1111
GRAIN BINS, Early
Order Sale. Order now
take delivery next
summer. We offer the
best bins at lowest cost.
Agri-Products, 753-3000
or 753-9920.

USED SCHWINN Continental 10 speed, good
condition. Original cost
$135.00. Asking $70.00.
Must sell. Call 753-5615
after 5 p. m.
22 Musical

HEATER,
ELECTRIC
4,000 watt four stack
Matthews,$34.00. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.

BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs, used pianos.
Lonardo Piano Co.,
across from Post Office,
Paris, TN.

THREE PIECE bedroom
suite, Simmons mattress and box springs,
$125. Also 2 piece living
room suite, 1 year old.
Call 753-7523.

WUHLITZER
ORGAN
with Leslie revolving
speakers. Like new. Call
753-4865
23. Exterminating

7

FREE 11
Termite
Inspection

Codified Sy IPA
Avoid COI* N..topein

Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
211
Nemo rowel mod donde
yews- 0. mo ego my awns, mall 14
is /WAIN.
100 Sotth 13th St.

Phone 753-3914
Roaches. Sliver Fist.
and Shrubs

FRANKLIN fireplace for
sale. Call 437.4119.
FOR SALE

55 Gallon
Drums
Thornton
Tile
Marble
&
612 So 9th

12 x 65 TRAILER and lot.
Cali 7674479.

Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

THREE BEDROOM New
Moon, all electric, fully
carpeted. Furnished and
air conditioned. $3500.
See at Riviera Cts or call
753-3280 before 5.

38. Pets Supplies
AMERICAN ESKIMO
Spits puppies. Call 5542153, Paducah.

USED 14 I 65 Mobile
home partially- furnished. Central heat. All
electric. Two bedroom.
Priced to sell. Call 4892157.

ARC REGISTERED
Shepherd
German
puppies. Solid white and
solid bleak. Call 5542153, Paducah.
43 Real Estate

LUXURY MOBILE
home. One of a kind. 14x
20 living room. Master
bedroom 12x24. Bath
and half. Washer,dryer,
stove and refrigerator.
Three bedrooms, utility
room, 2 large carpeted
porches, gas . heat,
central air, all new
carpeting. Call Riviera
Cts.,753-4812.
1975 12 X 65, 170
bedroom, 2 bath, all
eleetric, central heat
and air, fully carpeted,
unfurnished, like new.
See at Riviera Ct, or call
753-3280 before 5 p.m.
1971 12 x 85 11
/
2 baths, 3
bedroom, Unfurnished.
Call 753-9570.

1971 LANCER MOBILE
home, 12 X 60, 2
bedroom, 1 bath, large
living room and kitchen.
Partially furnished, new
carpet. Real good
condition. Call 527-9183.

32 ACRES OF LAND on
Highway 893. Five miles
West of Hazel. Call'492• 8502 after 6 p. m.
DON'T
PLEASE
SQUEEZE THE. . . kids
into cramped quarters.
Ideally arranged to
provide privacy for your
large family, Large
living room, family
room, walk -out
basement with private
patio. 4 bedrooms, 2
baths 12 closets and
other
conmany
veineces. Call
LORETTA
JOBS
REALTORS, 753-1492,
for an appointment to
see this quality 'built
home:Would You
Like To
Own Your
Own Home?
You can, if you
qualify. With no dowr,
payment, 100% loan,
33 years financing
Low closing cost and
8% less interest. Unbelievable.
Coll 753-2280
or 173-8298

BIG HOME on the
Prairie.. . a great home
for &family wanting lots
of space. This bi4evel
brick has 4 bedrooms,
4'.4 baths, dining room,
family room plus a
finished basement.2 car
garage, approximately
5500 sq. ft. Ail this pima
acres. Call Loretta Jobs
Realtors today for
further information on
this mini-farm. 753-1492.
LOCATED ON A QUIET,
tree-shaded street is this
3 bedroom brick ranch
home just waiting Jor
your family. Fully
carpOed
throughout,
home has living roam,
dining room, large den
and abundant storage
areas. Phone KOPPERUD REALTY, 7531222 or come by our
conveniently located
office in the White House
Building, 711 Main for
all your real estate
needs.
A REAL BUY and easy to
finance. . . This
bedroom brick has been
well maintained. Includes den, built-in decorative bar between
dining room and kitchen, built-in storage in
utility room 10 x 10
workshop and only 5
minutes from town. For
private showing, Call
JOBS
LORETTA
REALTORS at 753-1492.

WILSON
5 aim et sky:I*2'
bedroom brick aml stens
hese features a beamed
ailing fanny mem will
firepinieltedreem IMO MOW
N,very maims kitebea with
wank c.á tap-ramps PLUS
3 acres will hens harm. See
*is me meal
1707 Mo.3 bedroom,2 NM
kid Mime 2 Meeks from
maps& N. mad apatairs
apartment mod dummied apartment. SieeW mat far $200
menitay. $41,500.

753-3263 Anytime

29. Mobile Home Rentals
WEST KY. GRAIN
HANDLING
Equipment-bins, buckets
elevators, farm fan
dryers. Call 1-382-2126
at night 1445-2437 or 1247-0558.
20. Sports Equipment

FOLK GUITAR,like new.
Can be used with amplifiers. Call 753-1943.

USED STOVE, good
condition. 135. Call 4364194.

EXTRA NICE 2 bedroom
brick home near Tri
City. $195. Call 753-0430
or 753-8208.

USED SI
R Sewing
machine, rig rAitand all 1974
AND
TOWN
regular
attachiriekts.
COUNTRY,central heat
Fully guaranteed. Se-.. and air. Washer and
perfect. Full cash price,
drver. Call 753-0148.
;39.50. Payments may
be arranged. Call TWO BEDROOM mobile
Martha Hopper, 354home. Good--,conclition:
8619.
$2,000. Call 759-1747.

WORLD BOOK - Child
repCraft. Sales
resentative wanted. Call
Mrs. Copas, 1-898-7877
after 5 p.m. L-13.

WHIRLPOOL washer and
dryer,;200. Call 759-4874
after 4 p. m.

PIONEER A A=1-1110
stereo receiver with a 1
year warranty. ;500.
-Call 436-5414,

ZENITH SPRING SALE.
HOUSE FOR RENT 25" color consoles from
1702 Farmer. Three
$539.95 with trade in. All
bedroom, 2 baths, imTV's reduced. Sissons
mediate occupancy. Call
can save you money.
ect 404-467-3079 fus
-Sissens-ZertitirHighway-c
"
details.
94, 19 miles West of
Murray. Call 382-2174.
36 For Rent Or Lease
Our prices are the
lowest.
27. Mobile Home Sales
Warehouse

$3.95 BUTS ALL Of THIS
Iri Pommy
•
Mickel- Nickel
Perry ems.
WV/ 1943 Penny
1.1smiss_

THERMO-TILE insulating ceiling tile.
Easy to install. Can be
stapled over sheet rock.
Three patterns to choose
from. Economically
pricedNurray Lumber
Co., 753-3161.

105 N. ittio Street

SHALLOW WEIL PUMP
for sale. $50. Three
months old. Call 7534451
after 5.

STOVE, COUCH and
chair. Also bedroom
,,,suite. Call 753-8218.

FINEST
ONE

interested

34 Lioues Foi Rent

...7r

OrYlei

MOBILE HOME spaces
for families. Coach
Estates
and
Fox
Meadows, South 16th,
753-3855.
• 32 Apartments For Rent
ONE
BEDROOM
FURNISHED, married-couples and singles only.
Zimmerman
Apartments, South 16th. Call
7534609.
NEW TWO BEDROOM
Townhouse apartment.
Range, refrigerator,
dishwasher, disposal,
wisher-dryer hookup.
All carpet. Central heat
and air. Call 753-7550.
NEW
THREE
BEDROOM
duplex
apartment. Has stove,,,
refrigerator, dishwasher, carpet and
drapes. Call 753-7947.

•

A KING'S RANSOM

should be paid for this "CASTLE" but you won't
have to be -a -WOW-afford it. This large and
roomy three bedroom home has "ROYAL"
quality throughout. Large den with woodbeamed ceilings and fireplace,3 baths,large eatin kitchen, an abundance of storage areas and
almost 2800 square feet total area. Pritect well below replacement cost at $55,000. Just listed
. last week so don't delay - let us show you this
lovely home.

KOPPERUD
REALTY

or

711 Mein

75311222

George Gallagher 753-8129 Geri Anderson 753-7932
Harry Patterson 492-8302 Bill Kopperusl 753-1222
Bill Rayburn 759-4900

IMMEDIATE OPENING
FOR INDUSTRIAL
SALES REPRESENTATIVE
You don't have to be an engineer or technical person to enter a challenging,and
highly rewarding career selling industrial lubricants to businesses right in your
community.
Sales experience (fleet, construction, farm, food, and manufacturing) or a
mechanical background helpful. We train you in salesmanship, products, and
applications in a thoroughly professional, company-paid program. Field
training follows,right iziyour territory. •
'
No investment except your full-time effort, and you get an exclusive, fullyprotected territory with hundreds of prospects for products that repeat and
repeat, year after year. You represent a company on the move; the quality
leader in the lubricantfield for over a quarter century.
Feel dead ended? Stop day-dreaming and start building your lucrative career
today„right in your own area, and be home nights with your family while doing
it.

I

26 TV Radio
WANTED SOMEONE to
take up small monthly
payment on console,
stereo. AM-FM ',stereo,
player-recorder.
tape
See at J and B MusicMagnavox,'Murray,753-

Act rimy; while one of our choice territories is still open in your area. Send your
resume,-giving experience and personal data. It'll get our prompt attention.
Write:
\Jim Pruitt
. Sales Personnel Manager
Lubrication Engineers,Inc.
3851 Airport Freeway
.Fort Worth,Texas 76111

•
IL

7

.
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43.Real Estate

MICE REDUCED $1,000
on this lovely home
%cared A'Mlles west of
Murray in scenic, quiet
location.-Fireplace adds
cozy note to this 3
bedroom brick rancher.
Other features include
central heat and air,
attached 2 car garage,
plus additional separate
_ VI

gar

or workshop. Priced in
mid 30's and owners
want offer! Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 for more information.

Guy Spann Realty
"Year Key People
In Real Estate"
753-7724
901 Sycamore
Merrily, Ky.
LOOKING FOR that
special lot to build on
this spring? Look no
lovely
Canterbury
Estates we have an ideal
lot for a split level. Take
a look at this lot located
at 1514 Oxford Drive
_then cal) Linda Dritg.,_
753-0492 or come by our
office for further
details. Be ready - to
build this spring. John
C. Neubauer, Realtor,
505 Main St. 753-0101 or
753-7531.
BETTER SURftlif THIS WON'T LAST.. .4
bedroom, aluminum
siding home. Entry hall,
large living room with
-new fireplace, dining
T-0437H, -ample. closet
. Space. Located on 1 acre
- lot off 641 N. Only
121,900. Call or come by
705 N. 12th, Boyd-Majors

Beal Estate, 753-8080.

43 Rea! Estate

lAVE PROPERTY TO
SEW if you've been
thinking of selling, why
not give us a call? You'll
receive friendly,
courteous service and
professional advice at
no cost to you. We have
clients waitffig to purchase all types of real
estate un
a
buyer to your property.
Phone
K()PPRUD
REALTY,
753-1222
anytime. We make
buying and selling real
estate easy for youl
SPIC & SPAN - Very
neat three bedroom
brick home with central
heat and air located
northwest of Murray.
Phone
KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222 for
information on all
homes listed for sale
through the Murrayeottnir
Multiple Listing Service.

Waldrop Realty
"try Business
Since 1956-

753-5646
LOOKING FORWARD to
spring and summer? We
have some Of the most
desirable waterfront
lots in Calloway County.
These are located in a
residentially zoned area
near Chandler Park
(Hamlin, Ky). CI-insider
this waterfront property
pe tbp ;rutin (+Anna' of
Kentucky Lake for your
vacation or retirement
homeslte. -John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., Murray. (502)
753;0101 or 753-7531.
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Auction!

fare Emipassl
• Fee Wiwi
Tams: Cask
Time: 10:00 a.m.
Mod 4, 1978
Location: At T. L Askew's farm, lover, Tn. Take
State Ivy. 111 toward Erin. Will be at intersection
of Leatberweed, Standing lick Ivy. 1$. Approx.
I miles from lover, Tom
A Farman tractor, 1,Sup M Farman 3
1-Sup C Farman tractor.
pt. hitch, 1-460 Farrnall,1-10Series Ford truck with 18 ft. cattle
bed & hoist, 1 owner, 1-1968 Ford Pickup with flat bed,2-Farm trailer
wagons, 1-Sim A Farmall cultivators, 1-Sup A Mower.1-Sup A planC
ter, 1-Sup A front mounted disk plow, 1-Sup A bottom plow,
mowers, 1-7 ft. New Holland cutter conditioner, 1-Owatonna grinder
mixer, 1-H. & M. front end loader, 1-175 1.H. Manure spreader, like
new,3-hydraulic cylinders, 1-3 gang-2 pt bottom plow. 14 pt. hitch -2
:type hush
bottom plow,1-3 pt. post hole digger,14ft. side
hog, 14 ft. I. H. disk, 14 R. I. H. disk, 1-1. H. bog disk, tarpaulins,
drills, wrenches,hand tools of all kinds,conrete block & brick,300ft.
2" plank pipe, 1-chain saw, 1-309 N.1.1 row corn picker, 1-fa I. H.
hay rake, 14461. H. baler, 1-trailer type spray rig & pump,1-PT.0.
seeder, W.H. drag type planter & fertilizer boxes, 14 ft.l. H. wheel
disk, sealed bearing, Bite new, 1-cu1tipecker, 14 ft..E.Z. Rots, 1-tow
type In.rotary cutter,1-disk plow for M Farman,1 -flAt bottom plow
for C Farman, 2-C mowers, 1-set metal catie racks for P. U., scoop
shovels, tobacco barn vents, log chains, 200 burlap bags, tap & die
sets, 7-bales twine, 55 gal. drums, several cattle feeders, 1-riding
lawn mower,1-garden tiller,lots of other items. Collector Specials: 1hand corn Aaer, 1-cross cut saw, 1-mule hay rake, mule plows,
dames,4-wash settles,1-pie sale.
NOTE: MR. ASKEW WILL GIVE AWAY OLD SILVER DOLLARS
FROM HIS COLLECTION. BE PRESENT. AUCTIONEER'S NOTE:
MR. ASKEW HAS SOLD HIS FARM, MAKING THIS SALE
NECESSARY.

BOGARD REALTY 11 AUCTION CO.
Office 1 mile north of lever, Tenn.
On U. S. Ivy. 79
S15-232-51541
Apmeneeeseed Asp of poky mil Arts provolone over primed mow.
lenifemosm
"114#44" logsrd. 1k.SU
A104 COMMON", is. 4103
231.7219
Dow,T
Dever, Tear 9:114221
A.Amtlesport: Greg SpiceinindS TM* Alamors

222
'932
1222

SAVE '75.-$125.
If YOU BUY NOW'

SST...SELECTIVE SENSOR TUNING

a your

FOUR-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY*

I OT

s, and
Field

fullyit and
uality

!weer
doing,

your

IL

is the only TT Manufactured with
enough quality built in, to give their
customers-a...,
Full Four Year Warranty
'We Service What We Sell

TV Service Center
Central Shopping Center 753-5865

51

Cn

x

Offered

HA
getting

those' small
septic tank work. Field
tile lines installed, 28 pirnbing jobs done?
years experience. 'Then call 753-6614.
Licensed through Health
Depaidment. Call Rex PIANO TUNING- I can
help you get the best
Camp, 753-6933.
out of the years .-of
WATCH AND CLOCK playing experience. Just

Pardon& Thurman
Insurance Real Estate
Southsicia Court Swore
Murray,Ileatecky

4

753-4451

guaranteed. 108 Riviera
Ct. Call 759-1231.

EXECUTIVE HOME IN
GATESBOROUGH has
home
This
everything for comfortable, convenient
family living. Many
outstanding features
including heat pump,
lovely
and
large
den,
in
fireplace
spacious 2 car. garage, 3,
bedrooms, 21
/
2 baths,
tastefully decorated
throughout. Let us tell
Z1918 Un.ted feature Syndicate Inc'
3-Z
you more about It
KOPPERUD
Phone
REALTY, 753-1222 "THIS IS THE SECOWD BOARD OF
RE-CT-0;25
anytinve. 49 Used Cars & Trucks
49 Used Cars & Trucks

1976 MONTE CARLO, 1970 PONTIAC LE MANS
AM-FM,8 track, priced Sport. Slag Wheels,

The Phone
Number In

to sell. Call 753-3414.

1973 MERCURY Montego
Broughaiii; .$11150 Call

Murray
For All Your
Real Estate Needs
Is

753-8158.

The Nelson
Shroat Co.,
Realtors

BARGAIN:
AR oa
teries, Willard brand, 2
year guarantee, $20.99;
3 years guarantee,
$24.99; 4 year guar tee, $26.36; 5. year
guarantee, $30.99; 5
year
guarantee,
maintenance free,
*La Wallin .BAsq-

wtre,Parts.

FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call gears 753-2310
for free- estimates for
your needs.
.0'
FOR INSULATION
needs. Call .J.ackson
Purchase Insulation,
759-1820.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years experience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhOe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-5348.

1975 DODGE 4 wheel
drive. Call days 753-8533,
nights 753-6132.
•

1971 PINTO,65,000 miles.
Good
mechanically.
Needs body work. Four
cylinder, 4 speed. Call
• 474-8835.
1974 GOLD SUPER
BEETLE, with sun roof,
wheels and tires. Good
shape all around. Call
between 1 and 5:30 7531593.
1971 WHITE
OLDS
Cutlass, 2 door hardtop,
local, low mileage. Call
753-8766.
1970 AMC HORNET.
Economical
and
dependable. Call 7534917.
1977 BLAZER K-5 four
wheel drive. Factory
equipped with air,
automatic, 350 V-8,
power steering power
brakes, radio and two
tone brown and white.
46,000 road miles, extra
sharp and clean as new.
$6500. Call 753-9173 after
4 p. m.

CARPET CLEANING at
reasonable rates.
Prompt and efficient.
Custom 'Carpel Care,
753-1335.

RENT RINSENVAC
38portablepo erhouse does all the work
EFFECTIVELYcleans, rinses and vacuums
out deep down dirt and
grime in a single'weer a
p;
KOMOIIIKALLYcleans the way
professionals do-at11
a Traction of the
01/
• YOU SAVE UP 1.
t25 nO PER ROOM)

ocfr

cana

OME TAX
and
-bookkeeping
service.
Graduate accountant,
with tax experience.
Call 5274332 after 3:30
p.m.

A- PE41/14
WITH
equipment to do yard
work, Year round for 3
yards. References. Mrs.
George Hart, 753-1602..
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS, underpinning, awnings, carports and
roofs sealed. Call Jack
Glover 753-1873 after 5 p.
m. or weekend.
/0- -

Chain Saw
And
Lawnmower
Sales and-Service

dition sales and service. Modern sheet
metal department.
Larry Wisehart,
'President. Phone 753-

Eastside Small
Engine Repair
Illefripsy 94 lest
7934400

9290.

Roe for oily $12.911•day

Id -Air hoar Stare
lei Ai. Cagier 713)542
,
'41111M
-•

BARNCRIB
RESTAURA
LOUNGE
WA Felts.; Team.
1111-479-31134

*

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN, and gas installation
will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753.7203.

4111M.ITY SERVICE
patty inc-:-Aircon-'

oft PeckeWs

-94•4*-

51. Services Offered

AUtO CLEAN-UP, interior and exterior.
$25.00. For appointment
call 753-1917 between 10
a.m. and 1 p.m. ask or
Terry.

ELECTRIC
WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8841.

No Mier "4,41-yeereeN"
esstited domes carpets as...

Ashley wood . stove
without jacket. Call 436-

ATTENTION BUSINESSES
Warehouse space available, CHEAPER than
owning your own, PLUS; no utilities, insurance,
taxei-or maintenance. Just 100% DEDUCTION
with complete privacy and easy access.
Call 753-3744 days
or 753-7618 nights

SALE
1973 Travel
_Trailers

sloe Off
1978 Pop-Ups ' IQ" off
Al seed Campers 95010..un
This applies to all Campers
purctiaSed before 4-1-78.
The only cure for Cabin Fever
is the outdoors and the best
way to enjoy the 014/10Ors is
with. arcrift Cronper. Ow
specialprices make this
remedy easy to take.
Bank financing available.
White's Camper Soles

FREE
20 MILE ,
DELIVERY
753-0984

Hornbuckle's Barber Shop

OPEN WEEKDAYS
Mo6.-Wed.8.8-1 . *Hospital
*House
Fri isOil
sirliKURIITS
CLOSED
Calls
Calls •
*Hair Cuts *Shaves

111%,'sonless
3-20-7$
Moored end reedy. Up to 12 ar 24. Also Ist7re styli, offices, cottages,
mobile home eml•osts. Mod patios, or U-SUILD, pre:cet completely mesh
to tinsmith op te 24 s 60. ivy tint best for less.

209 Walnut Street.

this number after 5:011 to assure
prcimpt service next day, 753-3685-and night appointments.
Colt

oututweutu PORTABLE BUILDINGS
11

Ilighvy 94 Ion 4 WIN fres Norm,
II 725-091/S

51 Services Offered
SEPTIC TAN r 'UMPING. Residontial and
commercial. Rex Camp
753-5933.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
GENERAL HOWE
remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding and
gutters. Call 1-354-8951
or 1-362-4895
MdtHELL
BLACKTOPpINGsealing, patching
stripping. For free
estimates call 753-1537.

BY OWNER - A very'
attractive home, 3 large 1972 GRAND TORINO
bedrooms, 11
/
2 baths,
INSI1LATION BLOWN in
Sport. Power steering,
large kitchen, attached
by Sears save on these
air, good condition.
garage, floored attic, all
high heat and cooling
Runs good. Call 474-2757.
carpet, custom drapes,
bills. Call Sears 753-2310
central heat and air, 1976 CAMARO, copper
for free estimates.
large
fenced
lot,
red, red interior: Good
GUTTERING BY Sears,
backyard, ,mitt-80's.
condition. 350 cu. in.,
Meadow Green Acres.
Sears Continuous gutautomatic, air conCall 753-9732 or 762-6970.
ters. installed per your
dition. Call 753-5362
specifications.
Call
between 8 and 5 p. m.
FOR SALr_;-BY OWNER
Sears 753-2310 for free
753-0506 after 5 p. m.
house and 3.3 acres, 2
estimates.
miles from Murray.' 1970 FORD' VAN -7
Modern 2 bedroom fully
customized, 40,000
KIR& - New, rebuilt
carpeted with fireplace.
miles, automatic shift,
starting at $45.00.
Built-in appliances. Lots
SHARP. Call 753-6328. / Complete Service. Call
of cabinets and closets.
+
$2500.00.
Mike Hutchens,753-3316.
Patio
overlooking
private lake. Barn
suitable for horse or
pony, plus outside
storage building and
shop. All on beautifullylandscaped
wooded
at.res. Priced low 40's
Call 753-9850.
47.Motorcycles
SUZUKI 1975 550 GT.
Black, windshield,
carrier and crash bar.
New condition. 4000
miles. $995 or best offer.
Call 7534942.
48 Automotive Service

ficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.

ANS'mg
1974 GREMLIN X, 6
c lin
I'
ditioned, automatic.
Luggage rack,Call after
5,7534816. .

46 Homes for Sale

THREE BEDROOM on
South 13th Street. With 1
acre of land, garage
behind Muse. Call 7538541.

FORD GA 1E,
automatic, poser
steering, 302 V-8 mot r.
Good gas mileage.

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN prompt ef-

1971 WIIITE GolettInster. ;
Automatic with black
SO.Campers
interior. $300. Days call
753-5844,753-7495 nights.

After Hours
-7541--1-21

BY CONTRACTOR new 4 bedroom, 2 story,
nearing completion.
Formal dining, den,
with fireplace and bookcases. 2/
1
2 baths, large
kitchen with built-in
appliances.
Energy
saving heat pump and
many more extras in
this quality built delu)re
home. Call 753-3903.

automatic, good condition:See at.206 Elm at
anytime.
1968

1974 FORD COURIER
pickup. Automatic, low
mileage. Call 474-2789 or
474-2257.

759-1707

BY OWNER: Over 2000
sq. ft. living area plus 2
car attached garage in
this exceptionally well
built
brick
ranch
trimmed in redwood.
Three bedrooms with
walk-in closets, living
room, formal. dining
foorri, family room,
utility room off kitchen,
2 full baths, carpeting
throughout, drapes,
custom built cabinets,
appliances, central heat
and air, extra insulation, patio. Close to
schools. Only $44,900
now. Call 753-0376.

51 Services Offered
WILL DO Housecleaning

51 Selices Offered

43.Real Estate

SUPER BUY
You won't find a better buy anywhere than this 3
bedroom home on /
1
2 acre in Kirksey. Has low
maintainance metal siding electric wall heat, air
conditioner, draperies, carpet and garage. As a
bonus the range and refrigerator are included.
Low-Low reduced priose Sf

Guy Spann Realiy
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
sotlicsamirssimm• Pb.7534724

FARMS FOR SALE AT

KOPPERUD REALTY
YOUR FARMLAND HEADQUARTERS
tik
THE OLD SOUTH

HOUSE AND 16 ACRES

Is alive and well in this beautiful colonial 4
bedroom home 00.19 acres. This is country living
at its finest. Price of $61,500 includes good stock
barn,stable and other outbuildings.

Three bedroom brick home with fireplace, full
basement & attached garage at ideal locaopljoining Murray Country Club just outsid city
limits. Don't delay, phone today for more information.

- 40 ACRES

HOUSE AND 14 ACRES

Just listed forty acres with approximately 25
acres tendable and several lovely wooded acres,
tobacco barn, and lots of road frontage. Don't
pass up this-opportunity. Priced at $25,000.

Just listed and owner ready for fast sale. Home
is remodeled with new central heat and air attached garage and top location only 3 miles
Southwest of Murray. Better act fast! Phone us
today for more information.

88 ACRE FARM
Excellent producing farm near Kirlcsey with approximately 70 acres tendable. Entire farm is
fenced with new 5-strand barbed wire. Phone us
today for more information...753-1222.

41 ACRES
Located near Coldwater with approximately 30
tendable acres. All fenced and located on good
all-weather-gravel road only ta mile off highway
.; 121.

HOUSE AND 20 ACRES
Frame 4-bedroom home on Tucker-Garland
Road near Kirksey. Priced at $35,000 and additional acreage available.

30 ACRES
Just listed choice acreage with over 1500 feet of
blacktop highway frontage and 20 tendable
acres. Several beautiful building sites on property.

HAVE PROPERTY TO SELL?
If you've been thinking of selling, why not give us
a call? You'll receive friendly, courteous service
and professional advice at no cost to you. We
have clients waiting to purchase all types of real
estate, so let us match a buyer to your property.
PhOhe Kopperud Realty, 753-1222 anytime. We
• make buyitig and selling real estate easy for
you!

112 ACRES
Approximately one-third mile of frontage on
highway 280 near Paporama Shores. Owner wants offer.

HOUSE AND 40 ACRES

-

Remodeled home with barn, several outbuildings, ponds and beautiful wooded hillsides.
Get back to the basics of life and enjoy relaxed,
scenic country living.

We Work In All Kinds Of Weather!
Member
Multiple
Listing

MURRAY'S FASTEST GROWING REALTY

KOPPERUD
REALTY

711 Main
George Gallagher 753-8129
Geri Andersen 753-7932

bik
IZERLT012*

Ph. 753-1222
Bill Kopperud
. 7531222
..4,

•

, Harry Pattersan 492-8302
_Bill Raybyrn 759-490Q
•
'

•
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Stock Market

Deaths and Funerals
Rites Held Today

John Rowlett Dies

Wednesday; Former For Mrs. Lawrence
Tobacconist Here

--

John Rowlett of 1106 Poplar
Street, Murray, died Wed-at-12:05 p.m. Ae
cording to Calloway County
Coroner Tommy Walker, Mr.
Rowlett died in his sleep from
an apparent heart attack. He
was 82 years,of age.
The Murray man attended
Murray City Schools, Bethel
Academy at Russellville,
Castle
graduated from
Heights in 1915, and attended
the University of Wisconsin
and Georgetown College
before joining.. the Rowlett
Tobacco Business here with
his father and brothers. He
later was employed with the
Kentucky Department of
Economic Security.
-Mr. Rowlett was a member
of the First -Baptist-attreh, a
member of the Masonic lodge,
Navy veteran of World War I,
and a former member of the
Murray City Council. Born
May 30, 1895, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the
late J. D. Rowlett, Sr., an&
Leona McElrath Rowlett.
Survivors include his Wife,
Mrs. Dorothy Caplinger
Rowlett; one son, Dr. mu
Rowlett' and his wife, four
grandchildren, Mary Jane,
Betsy, John, and Jane Ann
Rowlett, all of .Hopkinsville;
one brother, Tom Rowlett and
his wife, Dewdrop, Murray;
one niece, Miss Kathy
Rowlett.
The . funeral will s'be held
Way- at four p.mr at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
G. T. Moody officiating, Gus
Robertson, Jr., as soloist, and
Richard Jones as organist.
Active pallbearers will. be
Eli Alexander, Sr., Joe Dick;
Hugh Eddie Wilson, Solon
Hale, Gus Robertson, Jr.-, and
Chad Stewart. Honorary
pallbearers will be J. R.
Watson, Robert Swann,
Ronald W. Churchill, Dub
Rus.sell, Dr. James Hart; Dr.
A. M. Wolfson, Dr. C. S.
Lowry, Willie Smith, and Bill
Barker. Burial will follow in
tlae Murray City Cemetery.

Prices 01 dock of local Merest at noon
EDT, today, fundabed to the Ledger &
Times by TIM et Weblike, Carp., of
Murray,are aa follows.

Services On Friday
ape

Aubrey M. Asberry
Dies Today, Rites

for Mr. Ellison

Planned Saturday

At Local

The services for Mrs.
Brooks Lawrence of Kirksey
Aubrey M. Asberry died this
William
Services for
were held this morning at
at 1:40 at his home at
morning
will
Jr.,
Ellison,
(Wally)
of
chapel
eleven o'clock at the
the J. H. Churchill Funeral held Friday at four p.m. at the 212 South Eleventh Street,
Home with Bonnie Wyatt chapel of- the Milt- Churchill-- Murray.-lie-was 79 years of
officiating. The song service FwieraL Home. Mrs. Oneida age and his death followed an
was by singers from the White will be organist. In- extended illness.
Mr. Asberry was a retired
Kirksey Church of Christ terment will follow in the
Murray Memorial Gardens. employee of the Goodyear
where she was a member.
Friends may call at the Tire and Ru,bber Company,
Pallbearerswere Jerry Don
Tucker, Gerald Stone, Gene funeral home after six p.m. Akron, Ohio, and a member of
the First Baptist Church at
Woods, Larry Tucker, Carl today (Thursday).
Mr. Ellison, age 54, a Arlington. Born Aug. 17, 1898,
Howard, and Carl Hosford.
Burial was in the Tucker resident of 1614 Miller Avenue, in Carlisle County, he was the
Murray, died Wednesday at son of the late Bud Asberry
Cemetery at Kirksey.
a.m. at the Cardiac Care and Izola McGowan Asberry.
3:45
died
71,
age
Mrs. Lawrence,
Survivors include his wife,
Wednesday at 4:15 a. m. from Unit of the Murray-Calloway
Liura Smith Asberry, to
Mrs.
22,
July
.Hospital,,IVrn
County
cara
in.
injuries- sustained.
truck collision on U. S. High- 1923, in Kanais City, MO., he Whom he *as married On•gept!
way 70 about one mile east of was the son of the late William 22, 1928; one daughter. Mrs.
Tingler,
Stanton, Tn: Her son-in-law, W. Ellison and Velma Jerry (Earline)
Cuyhoga Falls, Ohio; one son,
Rex Harris, driver of the car, Florence Burress Ellison.
Asberry, Akron,
The Murcay man was a William
is in critical condition at the
_Methodist Central Hospital, student in the computer Ohio; one niece, Mrs. Robert
science department of Murray -Thiltdredi Swots, Missouri;
Memphis, tn.
Born Dec. 20, 1906, at State University. He was a four grandchildren, Jerry Lee
Kirksey,she was the daughter disabled American veteran of Tingler, serving with the U. S.
of the late Jesse Harper the U. S. Army in World War Army in Germany, Cathy,
Tucker- and Elva Maude II and had been -employed in Patty, and Jimmy Tingler,
the advertising deparb:nent of Cuyhoga Falls, Ohio.
Beach Tucker.
The funeral will be held
Mrs. Lawrence is survived the newspaper at Spokane,
Saturday at one p. m. at the
by two daughters, Mrs. Rex Wash.
(Joan) Harris, Memphis. Tn., He_ is survived by tivo chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
and Mrs. Pat (Leona) Mur- daughters, Mrs. J. S. (Cheryl) Funeral Home with the Rev.
dock, Morristown, Tn.; one Brodsky, Benton, and Mrs. Grandville Courtney ofstepson, Harold Lawrence, David (Sandra) Loftin, Olive ficiating and Mrs. Otto Erwin.
Kirksey; two sisters, Mrs. Branch, Miss.; one son, as organist. Burial will follow
Alice Rothrock, Paducah, and Jeffrey Ellison, Murray Route in the Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
Mrs. Reubene Robertson, Eight; grandparents, Mr. and
Givens, funeral home after one p: m.
Kirksey; three brothers, Mrs. 'Chester
Virdon Tucker, Kirksey, Mayfield; one brother, Dr. Friday.
Eldon Tucker, Marion,. and Larry Ellison, Aberdeen,
Howell Tucker, Benton; Wash.; five grandchildren,
John Stephen and David
several grandchildren.
Shane Brodsky, , Benton,
Melisa Jo, David Lucas, and
Matthew Samuel Loftin, Olive
Branch, Miss.

be

Reuben N. Yates,

Rites Held Today

Father Of Murray %

For Mrs. Cooper

Woman, Is Dead

Hobart York Dies

Hekblein lnc
MeDonalde Corp.
Ponderosa Systems

36% irk.
44% -%
13% -%

Union Carbide
W R.Grace
Texaco
General Elec.
Hardee§
Georgia Pacific
Pepueo
Jim Wafters
Kirsch
Nang
Wendyl

31% use
34% -%
25% -%
". 44% -%
10% A.
23% me
3Nit
27% -16
32% me

Prices tif stocks Of local interest at
noon today haMahed to the Ledger &
Times by I. N.Simon Co. of Mw-ray are
as follows:
Industrial Avg
4.43
--1
Airco
30~ 44
Air Products
2541 +16
American Mitten
4%--+%
Ashland Oil 27% -%
AT&T
50% unc
Ford Motor Co
42'6 +44
Gen. Dynamics
40% +44
General Motors
51111 -kg
General Tire
34% me
Goodrich
19% one
Gulf Oil
34% unc
IBM...,,
340%, -1%
Pennwalt . ,.,.
• 33% 44.
• Quaker Oats
., 31T% une
Tappan
Ne Trade
Western Union
16% taw
Zenith Radio
12% unc

EAST CALLOWAY—Wmners from East Calloway Elementary School in the Spelling
Bee held in the dassroems were, left to right, first row,Jody Price, fourth, Jeff Brewer,
fifth, Molena Norsworthy,fifth, Alicia Stubblefield,fourth,second row,Micheal Wicker,
sixth, Lori yarbsqug_h, Nth,Evy Jarrett, sixth, Charlotte Todd,seventh; third row, Vincent
Alton, seventh, Jay Herndon, ieventli, Tim Weatherford, fourth, Brad Skinner, fink - fourth row, Manes Brantley, eighth, winner and Calloway County winner, and Jennifer
Waldrop,eight.
moriwerc
ar

THE rIEWS
M BRIEF
By The Associated Press _
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
All Fayette County real estate
will be reassessed during the
next 18 months, with
commercial and industrial
properties possibly being
reassessed for the 1978 tax
year,tax officials say.
County Budget Director Bill
Wheeler said Wednesday that
a total reassessment could
bring in an extra $3 million
without changing tax rates.
Some property values might
increase 30 percent, but
property owners should not
jump to the conclusion that all
taxes will increase that much
with reassessment, he said.
Steve Banahan, property
valuation administrator, said
some property owners will
notice little change, while
others will be subject to a
significant change.
Fayette County's- last
general reassessment' viai in
1975: Property that has
changed ownership since then
has -automatically been
reassessed ,for the purchase

11111%11111111
111.1111.11.111111.11111111
11111111111111111111111
ISM11111111111.
11111111
11111111111111.1

car loads- ot coal, Van Hook
said.
.LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
State police have arrested two
men indicted two weeks ago
by a Fayette County grand
jury on rape and burglary
charges.
Donald''Lee Ingrahnf and
Roger Dale Mullins were
arrested in an apartment here
Tuesday and police said
Mullins also was charged with
drug violations after $70,000
worth of hashist allegedly was
confiscated.
- -Detective Robert Stephens
said 15 one-pound packages of
hashish, some Qf which were
in suitcases, werefound in the
apartment.

21 1 1 1 an.
1111
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:
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NORTH CALLOWAY — Wmnersfrom 10 I Calloway
Elementary School in the 'Spelling Bee held in die
dassrooms were, left to right Beth- Woodill, Rema
Peeler, school winner and second place overall county
winner, Danny Pruitt and Mark Razz& Not pictured is
Julie Gargus.

Reuben N. Yates, father of
The funeral for Mrs.
HOLASVILLE, Ky.
.
NIC
Mrs. Georgia Johnson of
Truman (Pauline Davis)
(AP) —_ Nicholasville city
Murray, died Tuesday at 6:30
Cooper is being held today at
commissioners have approved
a.m. at his home on Water
two p.m. at the chapel of the
capital expenditures totaling
Max Churchill Funeral Home
Hobart York died Tuesday Valley Route One. He was 73
more than $40,000 for two
with the Rev. Buddy Morris at 2:19 p.m, at Lourdes. years of age and a retired
vehicles.
officiating and Dwane Jones Hospital, Paducah-. He was 79 farmer.
The total included $32,600
He is survived by his wife,
as the. organist. .
years of age, a resident of 751
for a used bucket truck to,lie
Yates;
J.
Lucy
Crawford
Mrs.
Serving as pallbearers are - York Lane, Paducah, a
used for line work-by the city's
Aubrey Adams, James Rose, disabled American veteran of two daughters, Mrs. Georgia
department, ofelectrical
Perry Hendon, Tony Duncan, World War I, a retired car- Johnson, Murray, and Mrs. price.
ficials said Tuesdays
Johnson,
Water
Dorothy
Sue
Greg Westmoreland, and penter, and a member of the
The commission also
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API —
James Burton. Burial will Oaklawn Baptist Church, Valley; one son, Gene Yates,
SOUTHWEST CALLOWAY — Winners from Souththe 88,700 purchase
approved
Fulton; one sister, Mrs. Kentucky Utilities Co. has
follow in the Elm Grove Paducah.
two-ton dump truck from west Calloway Elementary School in the Spelling Bee
a
of
stockcoal
its
that
reported
Cemetery.
He is survived by three Maggie Yates, Water Valley;
the state, to be used by the held in the dassrooms were,left to right Lisa Hoisapple,
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